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PREFACE.

The Authoress cannot allow the present edi-

tions of the Ladies’ Knitting and Netting Book

to go through the press, without returning her

sincere thanks to those Ladies who have so kindly

acknowledged its usefulness and promoted its

circulation : she trusts the present editions of

both series wiU, from their accuracy, the addi-

tional patterns, and the reduction in price, be

deemed even more worthy of encouragement than

the preceding ones.

In returning her thanks to the kind Patro-

nesses of her little work, she thinks it may not

be out of place to mention that, in anticipation of

a still more extended sale, she has been induced

to have a much larger number printed, and is

thus enabled to offer it at its present price.

Islington.
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gentlemen’s knitted gloves.

Four needles No. 15, andfine German

lamis’-wool.

Cast on 88 stitches, 28 on each of 2

needles, and 32 on the 3rd, knit round,

knitting and ribbing 4 stitches alternately ,

when you have done about one inch, con-

tinue with plain knitting* until your glove

* If you wish to make a seam on the outside of the glove,

or a pattern down the hack, it may he done hy purling one

or more stitches.

VOL. II. B
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is long enough to begin increasing for the

thumb, which is done by knitting twice in

one stitch (that is, when you have knitted

the stitch, knit it again at the back before

you slip it off the needle), in the middle of

a needle. Knit a plain round; then increase

twice in every other round before and after

the last increase; continue this until you

have stitches enough for the thumb (about

29) ;
take all the stitches except those for

the thumb, on two other needles
;
divide the

stitches for the thumb on 3 of your 4

needles and knit round, decreasing gradually

at the join towards the end; take the re-

maining stitches, about 9, on a worsted

needle and sew it up. Divide the stitches

for the hand again on your needles, taking

up 5 stitches at the bottom of the thumb

for the gussel.
;
knit two rounds

;
in the next

three rounds decrease 3 stitches of the

gusset : knit plain until the glove is long

enough to begin the fingers
;
begin with the

first finger, which will require 27 stitches,

decrease as you may think fit towards the
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end of the finger. This will leave 22, 21,

and 19 stitches for the 3 succeeding fingers.

When you have finished the first finger,

you must take up 4 stitches at the bottom

for a gusset, and 3 at the bottom of the 2

next fingers; these may be decreased or not

according to the size required.

NETTED GLOVES.

The mesh to net these gloves should he iVb. 14,

and the netting silk fine.

Begin on a round foundation of50 stitches

;

net 6 rounds, net 1 round, putting the silk

twice round the mesh, this is to make a place

to run the ribbon in; net 6 rounds, then

begin to increase for the thumb by netting

twice in one stitch, net one stitch, net twice

in the next stitch : continue to increase in

the same manner every other round, before

and after where you increased last, until you

have 19 (or 21 for rather a large size) stitches

for the thumb
;
net one round, then net the

B 2
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stitches for the thumb round, when you have

done 1 round decrease once in every round

at the join 4 or 5 rounds
;

net until the

thumb is long enough, and in the last round

take 2 stitches in 1 and sew up the end : (the

fingers are finished in the same way). Fasten

on your silk at the bottom of the thumb,

and net 4 extra stitches for a gusset
;
net 5

rounds, in the 6th decrease 2 stitches of the

4 ;
net 10 or 12 rounds according to the

size required. Now begin the first finger, for

which 16 stitches are required, net round

and finish like the thumb
;
the other fingers

are done in the same way, except that you

must make a gusset of two stitches, which

are not to be decreased, at the bottom of

the finished finger, this allows 15 stitches

(including the two of the gusset) for the

second finger, 14 for the third, and 12 for

the fourth. Run a pattern on the back with

flox silk.
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FEATHER GLOVES.

Fow’ needles No. 19, and very fine cotton

are required.

Cast 64 stitches on 1 needle, and 38 on

each of the other two : knit round, knitting

and ribbing 5 stitches alternately until you

have half an inch. Then knit a round,

putting the cotton round the needle, and

knitting 2 stitches taken together, this is to

make a runner for the ribbon. Knit 3 rounds

plain. Knit the stitches of the first needle

plain and begin the feather pattern for the

hack with the second needle, bring the

cotton forward, knit a stitch, repeat this

twice, decrease by knitting 2 stitches taken

together 3 times, knit 1 stitch, which is the

centre stitch of the pattern, decrease 3 times,

increase 3 times, and repeat these 19 stitches

until you come to the needle with 64

stitches, which is always plain knitting.

Knit 3 rounds. Repeat these 4 rounds until

the glove is long enough to begin to increase
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for the thumb : after the 3 plain rounds,

knit 1 stitch, increase 1 by taking up a

stitch between 2 stitches, knit 1, increase 1

:

continue to increase in the same manner

before and after the last increase, every

other round, continuing the pattern on the

2 needles as before. When you have 9

stitches for the thumb, and have knitted

the round without increasing, knit a stitch,

bring the cotton forward, knit a stitch, knit

2 stitches taken together, knit a stitch (this

is to be the centre stitch of the thumb), knit

2 taken together, bring the cotton forward)

knit a stitch, knit 1 stitch, increase as before.

When you have knitted the 3 rounds, in-

creasing as usual, on the first needle, knit 1

stitch, increase 1, bring the cotton forward,

knit a stitch, repeat this, decrease twice, knit

the centre stitch, decrease twice, increase

twice, increase the stitch for the thumb. In

the next round of the holes of the pattern

you will have 17 stitches for the thumb

:

increase as usual, knit 2 stitches, increase

twice, decrease twice
;
knit the centre stitch.
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decrease twice, increase twice, knit 2, in-

crease 1. In future you will have stitches

enough to make the pattern down the thumb

like the pattern at the hack, which is to be

done with the 19 middle stitches of the

thumb, the rest on either side are to be

knitted plain : when you have increased 45

stitches and knitted 1 round, take all the

other stitches on 2 other needles, and knit

the thumb round, gradually decreasing a

few stitches at the join. When the thumb

is finished take the stitches for the hand on

your needles as before, take up 5 stitches

for the gusset at the bottom of the thumb,

and continue knitting as before (on the

third needle you will have an odd stitch,

which belongs to the 1st needle, it will pre-

vent any mistake if you pass it on to the 1st

needle); after doing a few rounds, decrease

the gusset stitches until you have 64 stitches

on the 1st needle : continue the pattern as

before, and when the glove is long enough,

begin the 1st finger with the first plain 20

stitches and the opposite 19; knit round,
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continuing the pattern down the outside of

the finger ; when you have done this finger,

take up 4 stitches for the gusset at the

bottom of the 1st finger,* 18 plain stitches,

and 19 of the pattern. The other 2 fingers

are done in the same manner: 14 plain

stitches, 19 of the pattern, for the third

finger, and 12 plain stitches and 19 of the

pattern for the 4th finger, these numbers do

not include the gusset stitches.

When finished, sew a piece of lace round

the top, and run a narrow ribbon in the holes.

PLAIN OPEN MITTENS.

Begin on a round foundation of 30 or 34

stitches, with a mesh No. 14, and mode-

rately fine silk.

Net 6 rounds, net 1 round with the silk

twice round the mesh (for the ribbon to run

in), and 6 rounds with it once round the

mesh in the next round, net 14 stitches, in-

crease 1 stitch in both the following stitches.

* These stitches may he decreased again or not.
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complete the round, and net 2 rounds with-

out increase. Increase again in the next

round before and after the stitches in which

you increased before; net 2 rounds. Con-

tinue to increase 2 stitches every 3rd round

until you have increased 7 times on each

side (to make the thumb fit nicely, the in-

crease stitches should be made over each

other for the last 3 times). Net 1 round.

Net the thumb round for a round or two,

and decrease by netting 2 together, if neces-

sary, until the thumb fits tight
;
when it is

nearly long enough net 1 round, 2 stitches

in every stitch twice round the mesh
;

1

round, taking the 2 stitches together, on a

finer mesh, and 2 rounds on the fine mesh to

finish. Cut off the silk, and fasten it on at

one side of the thumb
;
make 2 stitches on

each side and continue to net until the mit-

ten is long enough. Finish the hand in the

same way in which the thumb was finished.

If it be thought an improvement, the 4 last

rows can be repeated at the wrist, or a lace

sewn on to finish it.
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ANOTHER PLAIN MITTEN.

On a smaller mesh than the preceding.

BeD;in with a foundation of 39 stitches, net

3 rows with the silk once round the mesh, 1

row with it twice round the mesh, and 3

more rows with it once. Now begin to net

rounds instead of rows, by netting the last

stitch of the row to the first. Net 9 rounds.

Net 6 stitches, increase 1 in the 7th, finish

the round. In the next round increase a

stitch on each side of the stitch added last

round, finish the round and net another

round without increase. Increase outside the

last additional stitches every other round

until you have increased 7 times. Net a plain

round. Next round increase within the addi-

tional stitches
;
a plain round. Increase a se-

cond time witAm the last increase
;
net 3 plain

rounds
;
continue to net until you come to

the stitch over the last added stitch, net this

to the corresponding stitch on the other side

of the thumb, net round the thumb (decreas-
\
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ing to make it fit properly) until it is nearly

long enough : finish it by netting 1 round

with double silk twice, and 3 rounds with

single silk once, round the mesh. To finish

the hand, fasten on the silk at the side of the

thumb, make 2 additional stitches on each

side (if after 2 rows you decrease these 4

stitches to 2 the thumb will set better), and

net until the mitten is nearly long enough

;

then repeat twice the 4 rounds with which

the thumb is finished
;
the last round should

be done on rather a finer mesh.

ANNET MITTENS.

Begin with 60 stitches. Net ^rows; then

net 1 row with the silk twice round the mesh,

2 rows with it once round the mesh, and begin

to net rounds instead of rows. In the 1st

round, every stitch has the silk passed twice

round the mesh. 2nd round, pull the 1st

stitch through the 2nd (from the back), net

it, pull the 2nd stitch through the middle of
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the 1st, net it (taking care not to twist it),

pull the 3rd through the 4th, net it, pull the

4th through the middle of the 3rd, net it,

repeat these stitches until the round is com-

pleted. Net 1 round, passing the silk twice

round the mesh. In the next round, which

is like the second, care must be taken that

the thick part comes over the open part in

the last pattern. In the round which follows,

net 11 stitches twice round the mesh, in-

crease 2 stitches in the 12th, net 5, and in-

crease 2 stitches in the 6th. (All the stitches

in this round have the silk passed twice

round the mesh.) The next round is like the

2nd. Net 1 round twice round the mesh;

then 1 like the 2nd. Repeat both these

rounds. Net a round passing the silk twice

round the mesh, increasing 2 stitches on

each side; these additional stitches should

be 4 further back than the last were, so as to

leave a row of open stitches slanting from

the 1st to the 2nd. Net 4 rounds as before.

Increase again. Net 4 rounds more, and

increase 2 stitches on each side over the last
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additional stitches. Net 3 rounds and pro-

ceed to make the thumb as directed in the

last pattern. When the thumb is nearly long

enough, net 1 round twice round the mesh,

2 stitches in each stitch. In the next round

net the 2 stitches as 1, and finish with 5

plain rounds, for the last ofwhich use a very

small mesh. To complete the hand fasten

on the silk at the side of the thumb, make

2 stitches on each side, net the alternate

rounds, and finish the hand like the thumb.

HONEY-COMB MITTENS.

Mesh No. 17, foundation 46 or 48 stitches.

Net 3 rows. Net 1 row, putting the silk

twice round the mesh
;
2 rows once round the

mesh
;

then begin netting in rounds. 1st

round, for every stitch put the silk twice

round the mesh. 2nd round (each stitch once

round the mesh), net the 2nd stitch first half

turning it
;
then net the 1st stitch plain. Net

the 4th stitch half turning it, then net the 3rd
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plain, and finish the round in the same man-

ner. Every alternate repetition of the pattern

you must plain net 1 stitch before beginning

the pattern, so as to bring the thick stitch

over the open one. Net a plain round, and

begin again with the 1st. The same pattern

is continued throughout the mitten
;
hut for

brevity the number of rounds only is given.

When 6 rounds are done, net 10 stitches,

increase 2 in the 11th, net 3, and increase 2

more in the 4th. Net two rounds, and in-

crease again 2 stitches in the stitch which

would have been over the 1st stitch in which

you increased (had you not increased), net

7 and increase 2 more. Net 2 rounds, and

in the next round increase again 2 stitches

on each side of the thumb. Net 2 rounds,

and increase a 4th time
;
net two rounds, and

then net the first and last stitches of the

thumb together. Decrease if necessary; and

when the thumb is nearly long enough, finish

with double silk, 1 round twice round the

mesh, 1 round once round, 1 round twice

round, and 2 once round the mesh. Fasten
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on the silk at the bottom of the thumb, add

1 stitch on each side, and net the alternate

rounds of the pattern until the mitten is long

enough to be finished like the thumb.

MATRIMONY MITTENS.

The increase and diminution are precisely

the same as in the last mitten; the increase

stitches are made in the plain knitted rounds.

As this stitch is given for a purse, it is not

necessary to repeat it. The mitten must he

netted on a foundation of 48 or 50 stitches.

LAMBS’-WOOL MITTENS.

Begin on a foundation of 53 stitches, and

with a mesh a quarter of an inch wide.

Note .—It will te observed that the last patterns for mit-

tens, begin with rows instead of rounds

;

this is to prevent

the necessity of untieing the rihbon every time the mitten

is taken off : a button is fastened to one side of the opening

and a loop is made on the other.
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Net 4 rows. Net 1 row with silk, on a

mesh half the size of the 1 st. Net 2 rows with

lamhs’-wool on the 1st mesh. 1 row with

silk on the 2nd. Repeat these rows of lambs’-

wool and silk 4 times : then in the middle of

the row, net 13 stitches of wool on the large

mesh, and net the same back again. Net 1

row of silk, 2 of lamhs’-wool, 1 of silk
;
these

stitches form the thumb. Begin again on the

hand part of the mitten : net 2 rows of lambs’-

wool (leaving out the 13 thumb stitches), 1

row of silk, 2 rows of lambs’-wool, 1 of silk,

2 oflambs’-wool and one of silk. All the rows

of lambs’-wool are netted on the large mesh

;

all those of silk on the small mesh. Sew up

the thumb and hand, and run a ribbon in at

the top of the first row of silk.

This mitten may be made of one, two, or

three colours.
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MITTEN IN ROUND NETTING.

Begin on a roundfoundation of 44 stitches,

with a mesh ]Sfo. 14.

Pass the needle under the silk every stitchj

as directed in round netting for a purse,

throughout the mitten. Net 4 rounds. 1

round twice round the mesh. 2 rounds once

round the mesh, increase a stitch, taking care

to take the left hand side of the stitch, as

that, by the twist you give the silk, will be

nearer the right side of the stitch
j

net 2

stitches, increasing in the last. Net two

rounds. Increase 2 stitches in the third

round (the increase stitches are one before

and one after the stitches which are ovef

those in which the inci’ease was made last

time)
;

increase in the same way 6 times,

netting two rounds between each increase.

Increase, over the last added stitches 3 times,

and net several rounds until the mitten is

long enough for the thumb stitches to be

joined together. Join the first and last

VOL. II.—

c
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stitches over the last added stitches, and net

round, decreasing occasionally to make the

thumb fit. When the thumb is long enough,

cut off the silk and fasten it on at the bottom;

increase 4 stitches (2 on each side), and net

round until the hand part of the mitten is

long enough.

If desired, the hand and thumb may be

finished with a narrow lace, or a round of

plain netting, 2 stitches in each stitch, which

in the next round are netted as one stitch on

a small mesh.

MITTENS, WITH A LEAF WREATH ROUND

THE TOP.

Four needles No. 16, and two different colored

silks are required, for instance, krown and

hlue.

Cast 30 stitches on each of 3 needles with

the brown silk and rib one round. Rib 1

stitch with the blue silk, knit 4 with the

brown, knit 2 stitches bringing the silk for-

ward between each, knit 3 stitches, repeat
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these stitches all round. Rib 1 stitch -with

the blue, with the brown knit 2 stitches taken

together, knit 7, knit 2 taken together, re-

peat all round, and continue these 2 rounds

alternately until 5 rounds of holes appear.

Knit a plain round of brown
;
knit 2 plain

rounds of blue and increase 2 stitches on

each needle. Knit 4 blue stitches and 4

brown stitches alternately round. Knit 1

brown stitch, knit 4 blue, 4 brown
;
repeat

the last 8 stitches round. Knit 2 brown

stitches, 4 blue, 4 brown
;
repeat the last 8

stitches round. Knit 3 brown stitches, 4

blue, 4 brown; repeat the last 8 stitches

round. Knit 1 round, blue, 1 round, brown,

1 round, blue. Make the other half of the

wreath the same reversed. Knit 2 blue

rounds, 1 brown round, in the last 2 rounds

decrease to 28 stitches on each needle. Bring

the blue silk forward, knit 2 stitches taken

together, repeat this all round. Knit 1 plain

round. Repeat the last 2 rounds until 18 or

20 rounds of holes appear
;

then with a

spare needle take off 14 stitches for the

c 2
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thumb; cast 14 stitches on the right hand

needle, and continue the pattern as before

until you have 14 rounds of holes above the

thumb. Knit the wreath as before and finish

with a brown round.

Take up the 14 stitches for the thumb,

knit about 14 rounds of holes, and finish

with a brown round.

EEATHER MITS.

These mits are very nice and warm to draw

over long gloves in going to evening parties.

Four needles No. 13, and German lambs’-

wool are required; the wool should he knit-

ted in shades of either half or a whole shein

of wool.

Cast 58 stitches on one, and 19 on each

of the 2 other needles. Knit a plain round.

Bring the wool forward, knit 1 stitch, re-

peat this twice; decrease, taking 2 stitches

together three times; knit 1 stitch, this is

the centre stitch of the pattern, and is
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always plain knitting; decrease 3 times,;

increase 3 times
;

repeat these 19 Stitches

all round. Plain knit 3 rounds. These 4

rounds repeated form the pattern.

CUEFS, PEACOCK- STITCH.

Four needles No. 20, and lace thread or very

fine cotton are required.

Cast 32 stitches on each of 3 needles.

Purl 3 stitches, knit 3 stitches, bring the

thread forward, knit 8 stitches, bringing the

thread forward between each, knit 2 stitches,

repeat these stitches round. 2nd round. Purl

3 stitches, pass the thread back, slip 1 stitch,

knit 1 and pull the slipped stitch over the

knitted one, knit plain until within 2 stitches

of the purl, knit them taken together,

repeat all round. Repeat this last round

until you have only 15 stitches between the

purled stitches. Purl 3 stitches, pass the

thread back, slip 1 stitch, knit 1 and pull

the slipped stitch over the knitted one^ knit
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2 stitches, bring the thread forward, and

knit 8 stitches bringing the thread forward

between each, knit 1 stitch, knit 2 taken

together, repeat this for the round; then

begin again at the 2nd round. When the

cuff is long enough cast off and sew a bit of

lace at each edge.

NETTED CUFFS.

Four skeins of colored lambs’-wool and 6 of

white; a steel pin No. 14, a flat wooden

mesh ^ an inch wide, and a foundation of

120 stitches, are required.

Net 2 rows of colored lambs’-wool with

the steel pin
;

1 row with white lambs’-wool

and the large mesh; then 1 row with the

colored, netting 2 white stitches in one,

which reduces the stitches to half the num-

ber; net another row of colored wool,* 1

* The white rows are netted on the wide mesh, the co-

lored on the small mesh.
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of white, 2 of colored, See., until there are 7

rows of white, besides the first, with 2 rows

of colored between each. Net 2 rows of

colored, 1 of white, netting 2 stitches in

every colored one, and finish with 2 rows of

colored.

Sew it up, double it and run in a ribbon.

This forms a very warm and pretty cuff to

wear over the sleeve.

WARM CUFFS.

Two needles are required.

Cast on any number ofstitches according to

the size of your needles
;
knit 12 rows plain;

knit 1 row, putting the wool twice round the

needle; rib a row, putting the wool twice

round the needle; repeat the last 2 rows

until you have about a quarter of a yard, and

finish by knitting 12 rows as at first.

Sew it up and fold the top and bottom

together.
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MUFFATEES.

Four needles No. 17, andfine German

lamis’-wool are required'.

Cast 24 stitches on each of 3 needles,

knit round, knitting and ribbing 3 alternate

stitches varying the color at pleasure : when

the muffatee is about six inches long, begin

double knitting* on coarser needles when
you have knitted about 2 or 3 inches, knit 6

plain rows and cast off; sew up the part

that is in double knitting.

MUFFATEES.

Two middling sized ivory needles and rather

fine wool, the color may he varied at plea-

sure.

Cast on 40 stitches, knit 4 rows; rib 1

row
;
continue to repeat these rows, reckon-

* Double knitting. Begin with the wool fonvard, slip a

stitch, pass the wool back, knit a stitch, continue to repeat

these 2 stitches. Double knitting cannot be done round.
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ing the cast on row as one
;
when the muf-

fatee is long enough cast off and sew it up.

These mutFatees are very pretty, made on

fine needles with German wool.

gentlemen’s muffatees.

Two needles No. 14, 4 skeins ofcolored Ger-

man lambs’-wool and 4 of white.

Cast on 54 stitches
;
bring the wool for-

ward, slip a stitch, and knit 2 stitches taken

together
;
repeat the same to the end of the

row
;
every row is the same

;
knit up 1 skein

of colored wool, 2 of white, and finish the

mulfatee with 1 skein of colored wool
;
sew

it up.

These muffatees are also very nice for

ladies, to be worn outside the sleeve in very

cold weather : they are then knitted with

coarse lambs’-wool, the first part done on

large needles, the centre on smaller, and the

remainder on the large needles again.
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CUSHION COVER.

This requires 4 needles No. 16, and mode-

rately fine cotton or German lamhs’-wool,

white or colored, according to fancy.

Cast 100 stitches on each of 2 needles, and

101 on the 3rd; with your 4th needle knit

the 2nd stitch drawing it over the first; knit

the 1st stitch (which will thus stand 2nd);

knit the 4th stitch, then the 3rd, the 6th,

and 5th, and continue the same all round,

when you will find an odd stitch at the end

of your needle, slip this stitch on to the next

needle, and continue the pattern as before.

You will now find an odd stitch at the end

of each needle, which you must always slip

on to the next needle.

When you have knitted as much as, when

laid flat, will make a square, knit or sew up

one end, slip in the cushion, sew up the other

end, and surround it with a cord or fringe.
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SOFA PILLOW COVER.

Four needles No. 11.

Cast 74 stitches on each of3 needles
;
knit

1 round with the thread twice round the

needle
;
in the 2nd round begin by knitting

the 2nd stitch, slipping it over the 1st; knit

the 1st; knit the 4th and 3rd stitches, 6th

and 5th, and continue the same all round

;

knit one round with the thread twice round

the needle, and repeat the 2nd round
;
these

two rounds form the pattern.

When your work is as long as it is wide

(rather more than half a yard), cast off, and

surround it with a cord or fringe.

STRIPED CUSHION COVER.

Cast 100 stitches on each of 3 needles No.

1 1 ;
knit the 2nd stitch slipping it over the

1st; knit the 1st, knit the 4th before the
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3rd, the 6th before the 5th, and continue the

same all round. Every round is the same.

KNITTED MAT WITH FRINGE.

Four needles No. 14, and rather stout

lambs’-wool.

Cast 2 stitches on each of 3 needles
;
knit

2 rounds, increase by bringing the wool for-

ward before every stitch every 3rd round,

until you have 16 on each needle; knit 2

rounds, purl 2 rounds; knit 1 round, in-

creasing (as before) with every 3rd stitch

;

knit 4 rounds
;
knit 1 round increasing every

3rd stitch
;
knit 4 rounds

;
knit 1 round in-

creasing every 3rd stitch
;
knit 3 rounds

;

purl 1 round; knit 1 round; purl 1 round;

knit 1 round; purl 1 round; knit 1 round.

Take the wool with which you mean to make

your fringe and cut it into lengths (you will

require as many pieces as you have stitches

in a round) about 31 inches long. Fold the

two ends ofone of the lengths together,- and
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loop it on the needle with which you are

about to begin to knit, put the needle

through the 1st stitch, hold the piece of

fringe with the third finger of the left hand,

and knit the stitch, by which you fix the bit

of fringe; loop on another piece, place it

under the third finger of the left hand and

knit the stitch
;
continue the same all round

;

in the next round knit each piece of fringe

with the adjoining stitch all round, and

cast off.

Turn to the back of your mat and pick up

the stitches of the round before that in which

you looped on the fringe
;
knit 1 round, purl

1 round, knit 1 round, purl 1 round, knit 1

round, and cast off.

Cut a round piece of card the size of the

mat, cover it with green baize or colored

paper, and sew the edge which is under the

fringe firmly to the edge of the card all

round.
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NETTED MAT.

To put between plates.

This mat is netted round. The mesh

should be about a i of an inch wide. Net--

60 stitches, putting the cotton twice round

the mesh; net 24 rounds with the cotton

once round the mesh, then 1 round twice

round the mesh
;
thread the stitches of this

and the first round together, and tie it tight

(this is the centre).

Thread the needle with double cotton
;
and

with a much wider mesh net a round, passing

the needle through by the knots of the 13th

round for a fringe. The color can be varied

at pleasure.

KNITTED VASE MAT.

Two needles No. 14.

This mat is to be knitted in two colors

(violet and maize are very pretty). Cast on

3 stitches, increase 2 every row until you
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have 15 ;
knit 2 rows plain, and decrease 1

stitch in every other row, to a point. Knit

3 pieces of each color, sew them together

with the points in the centre, and surround
the mat with a fringe. (No. 6 of the former

vol.)

TABLE MATS.

These mats are knitted in 6 pieces, 2 side

pieces and 4 end pieces.

Side piece. Cast on 20 stitches, knit 18,

turn your work, slip 1 of the 2 stitches on
the right-hand needle upon the other needle,

pass the cotton back, and replace the stitch

as it was before (this must be repeated every

time you return without knitting the whole
row, to prevent a hole); knit the 18 stitches

back again; in the next row knit 16 and
return, and continue to knit 2 stitches less

each time until you knit only 2 ;
then knit

4, and continue to add 2 to the number each

turn, until you knit 18 and back again
;
cast

off.
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End piece. Cast on 20 stitches; knit 3

stitches, increase 1, knit to within 2 of the

end and return; knit 3, increase 1, knit to

within 4 of the end and return
;
continue to

increase in every 4th stitch and to leave 2

more at the end each turn until you have 32

stitches left behind and only 4 knitted
;
then

continue to knit 2 more stitches each time,

without increasing any. more until only 2 are

left behind ;
cast off.

Join these pieces together with the points

meeting in the centre, and surround the mat

with a fringe. The size may be altered by

varying the size of the needles, and round

mats may be made with six of the side pieces.

TABLE MAT.

In one piece.

Cast on 3 stitches, and increase 2 in every

row until you have 21 ;
increase 2 stitches in

every 4th row until you have 29 stitches

;

increase 1 stitch in every 4th row until you
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have 32 stitches
j

knit 8 rows; this makes
half the mat. Knit the other half to corres-

pond, decreasing where you before increased.

Surround it with a fringe. The size can
be altered by varying the size of the pins.

NAPKIN RING.

This ring must be made of string, or stout

cord, and with rather fine pins.

Cast 12 stitches on each of 3 needles;

knit 4 rounds; rib 4 rounds; knit 3 rounds;
and cast off rather tight.

A PENCE PURSE^ OR JUG.

Five uQedlcs F'o, 17^ ojid 2 sheins oj^ GevTiidti

lambs’-wool of different colors are required.

Begin with the handle; cast on 4 stitches,

and knit backwards and forwards, in com-
mon knitting, until it is an inch and a half

long; loop 6 stitches on the same needle,

VOL. II. D
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26 on the second, and 10 on the third (the

5th needle is not required yet). Knit off the

1st needle, knitting 2 and ribbing 2 stitches

alternately
;
with the 2nd needle rib 2, knit

2, rib 2, pass the wool back, slip a stitch,

knit 1, pull the slipped stitch over the knit-

ted one, knit the succeeding stitches plain

until within 7 of the end
;
then knit 2 taken

together, knit 1, rib 2, knit 2; on the next

needle rib 2 and knit 2 alternately; con-

tinue to repeat this round until you have

only 12 stitches on the 2nd needle, and you

will find you have made the spout. Knit 3

rounds, ribbing 2 and knitting 2 alternately;

take the other color and knit 5 rounds in

the same manner, then 3 rounds with the

first color, 5 with the second
;

1 round of

plain knitting with the first color, 3 rounds

ribbed, 1 plain round, making a stitch be-

tween every 2 stitches
;

3 rounds ribbed

with the second color
;
knit a plain round

;

in the next 2 rounds bring the wool forward

and knit 2 stitches together. With the first

color, knit 1 plain round and 3 ribbed;
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repeat the last .7 rounds. Now divide the

stitches on 4 needles (there should he 12 on
each), begin plain knitting, decreasing 1

stitch on each needle; continue the same
for 5 rounds, decreasing alternately at the

beginning, middle, and end of each needle;

knit 3 rounds, decreasing as you think neces-

sary to keep it a good round shape
;
divide

the stitches on 3 needles, knit a plain round,

rib 3 rounds without decreasing. Begin again

to decrease, and continue to do so, until

you have only 3 stitches on each needle
;

fasten off with a worsted needle, and sew
down the handle.

BOUQUETIER. No. 1.

You will require 5 needles No. 14, and
two hnots of silver twist.

Cast 6 stitches on each of 3 needles;

knit 1 round
;
in the second round knit and

rib 3 stitches alternately, and continue the

same for 44 or 48 rounds. Plain knit 1

D 2
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round, bring the thread forward (thus in-

creasing by a loop stitch)
;
knit 3 stitches

;

bring the thread forward, knit 3 ;
and con-

tinue the same all round. Knit 2 plain

rounds. In the next round bring the thread

forward at the beginning and in the middle

of each needle, thus increasing 6 stitches in

the round. Knit 2 rounds plain, continue to

increase in the same manner (6 stitches every

3rd round) until you have 16 stitches on

each needle. Knit 8 stitches, with the 5th

needle rib the same stitches back again, and

continue to knit and rib alternate rows, de-

creasing to a point by taking 2 stitches

together in the centre of 2 rows out of 3.

Finish the other 6 leaves in the same man-
ner.

bouquetiek. No. 2.

Four needles No. 14.

Cast 6 stitches on each of 3 needles. Knit

and rib 3 stitches alternately for 48 rounds.

Then knit and rib alternate rounds, increas-
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ing 2 stitches every round where it will be

least observed, until you have 40 stitches

in the round; turn and knit back again;

knit backwards and forwards, decreasing 1

stitch at the beginning and 1 stitch at the

end of every row (for you will perceive those

which were rounds have become rows), until

the bouquetier ends in a point.

TIDY BASKET.

Needles No. 16, 14, and 12, seven of each.

Cast 2 stitches on each of 4 needles No.

16; knit round, increasing 4 stitches in each

round, until you have 9 stitches on each

needle; divide your stitches on 6 needles,

and purl 3 rounds; knit 3 rounds, increasing

3 times in each of the 2 first rounds, and 6

times in the third. Alternately knit and

purl 2 stitches for 3 rounds; repeat the

same 3 rounds with the larger needles No.

14 ;
and 3 rounds more with the largest.

No. 12. Knit 1 round plain, and cast off
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20 stitches
;
knit 4 stitches, cast off another

20, and knit the remaining 4 for the handle,

until it is nearly 3 inches long
;
then knit it

to the 4 stitches which were left on the

opposite side of the basket.

Cover a round bit of card with paper, the

color of the basket, and fasten it to the

bottom on the inside.

LADDER STITCH BAG.

Two needles No. 12.

Cast on 50 stitches. Second row, knit

and rib 2 stitches alternately; and in the

3rd row, knit and rib the same stitches : in

the 2 following rows reverse the knitting

and ribbing; continue this pattern for 12

rows, and also for 10 stitches at the be-

ginning and end of each row, to form a

border all round. Plain knit 1 row (between

the borders). In the next row (after the 10

stitches), knit the 2nd stitch, pulling it over

the 1st
;
knit the 1st; knit the 4th and 3rd,
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6th and 5th
;
continue the same to the end

of the row : every row is alike. Continue

this pattern until the bag is nearly long

enough. Add a border as at first, and make

the other side to correspond. Knit or sew

up the sides, and run a ribbon round the

top.

CROSSED STITCH BAG.

Two needles No. 12.

Cast on 50 stitches. Knit one row with

the cotton twice round the needle, and in

the next row knit the 2nd stitch, slipping it

over the 1st
;
knit the 1st, then the 4th and

3rd, 6th and 5th, and continue the same to

the end of the row. Begin again at the row

twice round the needle.

When you have knitted enough for the

bag, cast off, and sew up the sides.
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NETTED BAG.

To hold the hall when knitting.

These bags are plain netted, and the size

of the foundation must of course vary

according to the size you wish to have your

bag. They are very pretty netted with very

narrow ribbon in difi'erent colors. The mesh
should be rather wide

j when the bag is half

deep enough, net in a ring (either brass or

whalebone); then net on until the bag is

sufficiently long.

FRINGE.

Cast on 12 stitches; knit 6 stitches plain,

bring the wool forward, knit 2 stitches taken

together, bring the wool forward, knit 2
taken together, bring the wool forward, knit

2 together. 2nd row, begin with the wool
forward, knit 2 stitches together, repeat this

twice and knit the remaining 6 plain
;
con-

tinue these 2 rows until the fringe is the
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length required, then cast off the 6 stitches

for the head and unravel the 6 stitches of

plain knitting.

NETTED FRINGE.

To go round a hag.

Net 300 stitches on a mesh ^ an inch

wide. Take a smaller mesh (No. 15), and

net a row, taking 3 stitches in 1. Net a plain

row. Net a row, putting the silk twice

round the mesh. Net 3 rows once round

the mesh. Take a rather larger mesh and

net one row, which finishes the fringe. Cut

it off the foundation.

SCARF FRINGE.

To he Tinitted in coarse gold coloredflox silk.

Cast on 12 stitches. 1st row, bring the silk

forward and knit 2 stitches taken together,

knit 2 stitches, bring the silk forward and

knit 2 taken together, knit 6 stitches. 2nd
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row, knit 8 stitches, bring the silk forward,

knit 2 taken together, knit 2 stitches, repeat

these 2 rows until you have a sufficient

length for the end of a scarf; cast off 6

stitches, and unravel those that were plain

knitted.

EEINGE.

Cast on 9 stitches
;

slip 1 stitch, knit 2,

bring the cotton forward and knit 2 taken

together, knit 1, bring the cotton forward,

knit 2 taken together, knit the last. Every

row is alike. When you have done a suffi-

cient length cast off 5 stitches, and leave 4

to unravel for the fringe.

EUG FRINGE.

Txoo knitting needles No. 11, a hall of coarse

knitting cotton, and some yarn or coarse

wool are required. Cut tke yarn into

lengths of about two inches.

Cast on 30 stitches with the cotton, knit
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2 stitches, take 2 bits of yam, fold the ends

together and loop them towards you on your

right hand needle, knit a stitch
;
loop on the

yarn after every stitch until within 2 stitches

of the end of the row, which knit. The back

row is plain knitting, being careful to knit the

yarn with the stitch. Repeat these two rows.

CAEEIAGE EDG.

Two needles No. 12, a hall ofcoarse cotton or

fine string, and some coarse yarn cut into

lengths of about two inches.

With the ball cast on 40 stitches, and knit

1 row. Knit 1 stitch, place 1 piece of the

yarn between the needles so that one end be

on each side
;
knit 1 stitch, pass the end of

the yarn which is towards you between the

needles, knit 1 stitch, repeat the same to

within 2 stitches of the end and knit them

plain
;
knit 1 plain row. 3rd row, knit 2

stitches before you put on the yarn, which

will leave you 1 stitch at the end of the row

:
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this altering the yarn stitch makes the mat

look thicker. When the strip is as long as

you wish the rug to he, cast oflF and begin

another. When the strips are sewed toge-

ther and lined this makes a very warm mat.

STRIPED PURSE.

Mesh No 17
;
foundation 72 stitches wide.

Net 4 plain rows; net 1 row, putting the

silk twice round the mesh
;
in the next row

net the 2nd stitch first (in netting it half turn

it); then net the 1st in the same way
;
repeat

these stitches to the end of the row. Net 3

plain rows. Net 1 row, putting the silk twice

round the mesh; then a row, netting the 2nd

stitch first; and so on until the purse is wide

enough.

N.B. This purse is very pretty with only 2

small rows instead of 4, and netted in shades

of different colors.
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CHEQUERED PURSE.

Mesh, No. 17, and as many needles as you

wish to have squares.

Net 6 stitches in pink silk backwards and

forwards for 12 rows net 6 stitches ofbrown

silk, beginning at the distance of 6 stitches

from the pink
;
pass the brown silk through

the loop ofthe pink
;
and when the rows form

alternate squares of pink and brown, begin

with the pink over the brown, and the brown

over the pink.

PURSE IN ROUND NETTING.

Mesh No. 14; a foundation 12 stitches loide.

Every row is alike. After the needle has

been drawn through the stitch (as in common
netting), before pulling the stitch tight, it is

passed under that part of the silk which

goes through the stitch.
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MATRIMONY. FOR A PURSE.

MesTi No. 15, and a foundation of 60 or

70 stitches.

Net 1 row. 2nd row, net the 2nd stitch

first, then net the first, passing the needle

through the second as well as the first, to

join them together
j
repeat these stitches to

the end of the row. 3rd row, plain netting.

4th row, net a stitch, miss a stitch, net the

next, then net the stitch you missed, passihg

the needle through the last stitch (it will be

seen that the object in netting a stitch before

beginning the pattern is to prevent the joined

stitches being over each other); repeat the

2 last stitches to the end of the row, netting

the last stitch.

ANOTHER.

Begin on a foundation of 60 stitches, with

a mesh No. 15. Net a row, passing the silk
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twice round the mesh. 2nd row (once round

the mesh), net the 2nd stitch first, half turn-

ing it, then net the other plain, net the 4th,

half turning it, then the 3rd plain, repeat

these stitches until the row is finished. Begin

again with the 1st row.

ANNET PUHSE.

Mesh No. 17 ;
andfoundation of QO stitches.

Net the 1st row, passing the silk twice

round the mesh every stitch. 2nd row, pull

the 1st stitch through the 2nd from the back,

net it
;
pull the 2nd stitch through the middle

of the 1st (taking care not to twist it), net it

;

pull the 3rd through the 4th, net it
;
pull the

4th through the middle of the 3rd, net it

;

repeat these stitches to the end of the row.

Begin again with the 1st row, netting 1 stitch

plain before beginning the pattern.
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HONEY-COMB PURSE.

On a foundation of 60 stitches. Net 1 plain

row. 2nd row, pass the 2nd stitch through the

1st, net it (in netting it give it a twist so as

to half turn it)
;
net the 1st; pass the 4th

through the 3rd (half turning it), and net it

;

net the 3rd
;
repeat these stitches to the end

of the row. Begin again with the first row.

Next row net the 1st stitch plain before be-

ginning the pattern.

ANOTHER HONEY-COMB.

On a foundation of 60 stitches. Net 1

row, passing the silk twice round the mesh.

2nd row; put the side ofthe 2nd stitch which

is neare.st the 1st over it, draw it quite

through so as to twist the 2 stitches together,

half turn and net it, net the first
;
repeat these

stitches to the end of the row. Next row

begin again.
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NETTED PURSE.

In two colors.

Fill 2 needles with 2 colors which contrast

well. The purse should be 80 or 90 stitches

wide. Fasten on both needles together and

net alternate stitches with each, reversing:

the colors every row. Except in this change

of color, every row is the same.

SINGLE DIAMOND NETTING.

On a round foundation with mesh No. 18;

80 stitches will make a purse four inches

wide.

Net 1st stitch with the silk twice round

the mesh, 2nd stitch once round, 3rd stitch

twice round, 4th stitch once round, and so

on alternately. When the round is finished

(it will finish by a stitch once round the

mesh), draw out the mesh, put it in one of

the long stitches and net the round
;

every

VOL. II.—

E
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other stitch will be a loop stitch
;
the round

finishes with a loop stitch. Continue these

alternate rounds until the purse is long-

enough for the opening to be begun
;
then,

instead of netting round the purse, turn

back and net from side to side. The 1st

stitch in the 1st rovj is once round the

mesh, the 2nd twice, the 3rd once, the 4th

twice, 5th once, &c. In the 2nd row, the 1st

stitch has the silk passed once round the

mesh, and the row continued, each alternate

stitch being a loop stitch. When the slit is

long enough (after either 14 or 16 rows),

begin to net round again. If after 14 rows,

the 1st stitch in beginning to net round the

purse will be twice round the mesh.

TREBLE DIAMOND NETTING.

On a round foundation of 40 stitches, and

with a mesh No. 17 or 18.

Net 2 rounds plain. Begin the next round,

by putting the silk twice round the mesK for
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the 1st stitch, net 3 stitches, with the silk

once round the mesh
;
repeat these 4 stitches

until the round is completed. Take out the

mesh and put it in again at the full length of

one of the long stitches
;
net the following-

stitch (which will he a long one), net the

next a loop stitch, then net the 2 next close

to the mesh and slip them offj begin again

with netting the long stitch, the loop stitch,

the 2 close to the mesh, slip them otF; repeat

these 4 stitches to the end of the round,

finishing of course with 2 stitches close to

the mesh. Begin the next round with 2

stitches close to the mesh, 1 loop stitch, 1

stitch close to the mesh (this stitch must
always be slipped off the mesh before netting

the next stitch); repeat these stitches to the

end of the round. Next round net 3 stitches

close to the mesh, 1 loop stitch
;
repeat these

stitches to the end of the round. Beg-in

again with the 1st round, viz .— 1 stitch with

the silk twice round the mesh, 3 with the

silk once, and proceed as directed until the

purse is long enough to begin the opening.
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which should be begun in a round after that

in which you put the silk twice round the

mesh for 1 stitch, and once round it for 3.

To make the opening : for the 1st stitch pass

the silk twice round the mesh, net once

round for 2 stitches, take it out and put it in

again at the full length of the 1st stitch, net

a stitch, net a loop stitch, net 2 close to the

mesh, slip them olF, &c. as directed before.

When the slit is long enough, begin to net

in rounds instead of rows, taking care to

make the diamond stitches match.

knitted purse.

Four needles are required.

Cast on any number of stitches that will

divide by 5. 1st round
;
bring the silk for-

ward, knit 1 stitch, bring the silk forward,

slip 1 stitch, knit 1, pull the slipped stitch

over the knitted one, knit 2 taken together,

repeat this all round. 2nd round
;
plain knit-

ting. 3rd round is the same as the 1st. 4th
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round plain knitting. 5tli round
;
bring the

silk forward, knit 2 stitches, bring the silk

forward, slip a stitch, knit 2 taken together,

pull the slipped stitch over, repeat the same

all round. 6th round plain knitting. Begin

again.

STITCHES FOR PURSES. No. 1.

Four needles are required.

Cast 30 stitches on each of three needles.

Knit a plain round. In beginning the next

round, knit the 2d stitch (instead of the

first), knit the first
;
knit the 4th, then the

3rd, the 6th and 5th and continue the same

until the purse is long enough.

No. 2.

With 2 needles.

Cast on 60 or 80 stitches; bring the thread

forward, slip a stitch, knit 2 stitches and

pass the slipped stitch over the 2 knitted
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ones
;
repeat the same to the end of the row.

Every row is alike.

No. 3.

With 2 needles.

Cast on any number of stitches which will

divide by 3 ;
bring the silk forward, slip a

stitch, knit 2 stitches, and pass the slipped

stitch over the 2 knitted
j
bring the silk for-

ward, slip a stitch, &c. to the end of the row.

Knit a plain row and begin again.

No. 4.

On 2 needles.

Bring the thread forward, slip a stitch,

knit 2, and pass the slipped stitch over the 2

which are knitted, repeat the same to the

end of the row
;
knit a plain row. These 2

rows form the pattern, but in the 3rd row
you must commence by knitting 2 tetitches
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before beginning the pattern, in order that

that the 1st of the 2 knitted stitches may
come over the hole

;
and for the same pur-

pose you must begin the 6th row by knitting

1 stitch.

This purse is very pretty knitted in 2

colors, alternately 2 rows of each.

No. 5.

Two needles.

Cast on the desired number of stitches.

Knit 1 row taking 2 stitches together. 2nd

row, turn the thread round the needle to

make a stitch, rib a stitch, make a stitch as

before, rib a stitch, &c. to the end of the row.

3rd row, plain knitting : in the 4th row,

which is ribbed, when you come to the hole,

knit the stitch belonging to this and that of

the last row together, repeat the same with

every hole. Begin again at the 1st row.
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No. 6.

Two needles.

Cast on 90 stitches, slip the 1st stitch and

finish the row, taking 2 stitches together every

time, knit the last stitch. 2nd row, slip the

1st stitch, and withthe thread twice round the

needle knit to the last stitch, which is to be

knitted plain. 3rd row, slip the 1st stitch,

pick up the thread which is across the hole

with the left hand needle and knit it with the

next stitch (which is taken at full length)

after bringing the thread forward. Bring

the thread forward again, pick up the thread

which is across the hole and knit it with the

next stitch, continue the same to the last

stitch which is knitted. 4th row, slip the 1st

stitch, knit the 2nd, pick up the thread which

is across the hole and knit it with the stitch

which is over the hole, continue the same to

the end of the row. Begin again at the 1st

row.
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No. 7.

Knit the 1st row (except the 1st and last

stitches which are knitted plain in every row)

taking 2 stitches together. Knit a plain row.

3rd row, slip a stitch, bring the silk forward,

pick up the thread which is across the hole,

taking care not to twist it, and knit it with

the next stitch, continue the same to the end

of the row; the 4th row is plain knitting.

Begin again at the 1st row.

BEAD NETTING.

Net a plain row on a foundation the de-

sired length. 2nd row, net to where you

wish to place a head, slip a bead close up to

the last knot and net a stitch
;
repeat the

same wherever you wish to place a bead, and

the next row will fix these in their places.
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BEAD NETTING.

With the head on the hnot.

Thread a bead needle with some of your

netting silk
;
net a plain row

;
net to where

you wish to place a bead, thread 1 bead and

slip it close to the mesh, net the next stitch,

slip the bead under the mesh close up to the

last knot, and pass your needle and netting

silk through the bead, which fixes it on the

knot
;
repeat the same wherever you wish to

place a bead. This netting may be done

either round or open.

DICE KNITTING FOE A PUHSE.

This purse is hnitted in 2 colors ; it must be

done with very fine needles and 11 little

halls of fine knitting silk.

Cast on 8 stitches of the 1st color and 8

of the 2nd alternately until you have 80
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stitches, using a new ball for each change

of color. 2nd row, knit the 8 stitches of

the 1st color, pass that silk round the silk

of the 2nd color and bring it forward
;
with

the 2nd colored silk knit the 8 stitches

of the 2nd color, pass it round the next silk

and bring it forward
;
continue the same to

the end of the row. Knit on in the same

manner for 14 rows, then to change the

color take another ball of your 2nd color

and join it on at the beginning of your row,

knit with the 2nd color 1 stitch, pass the

1st color forward, knit 1 stitch with the 2nd

color, pass the 1st back, knit one with the

2nd, pass the 1st forward, and the same for

the 8 stitches. You will now find that you

have 2 threads of the 2nd color and 1 of

the 1st together, pass 1 thread of the 2nd

color round the others and bring it forward,

knit 1 stitch with the 1st color, bring for-

ward the other thread of the 2nd color, knit

1 stitch with the 1st, pass the 2nd back,

knit 1 with the 1st, and continue the same

for the rest of the 8 stitches, when you will
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find 2 threads of the 1st color, and 1 of the

2nd together
;

twist and bring forward 1

thread of the 1st color, and knit the others

as you did those of the 2nd color in the last

square. Finish the row in this manner, then

knit as at first until another row of squares

is completed
;
reverse the color again.

This is a nice pattern for a carriage mat

done with very large needles and stout wool,

and also for many other things, as from

being neat on both sides it does not require

lining.

OPEN FAN FOE A QUILT.

Fine cotton and needles No. 17 or 18.

Cast on 62 stitches. Knit 3 rows. In the

next row slip a stitch, knit 5, decrease by

knitting 2 together, knit until only 8 are

left on the left hand needle, knit 2 taken to-

gether, knit the rest (6 on each side are

always knitted plain for the border). Knit a

plain row, repeat these 2 last rows (decreas-

ing 2 stitches in every other row) twice.
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Slip a stitch, knit 5, bring the cotton forward

and purl to the border stitches, decreasing

at the beginning and end of the purled

stitches. A plain row. Slip a stitch, knit 5,

bring the cotton forward, decrease, purl the

rest, decreasing again before the border

stitches. A plain row. Slip a stitch, knit 5,

decrease, knit the rest, decreasing before

the border stitches. Slip 1, knit 5, purl to

the border stitches. Slip 1, knit 5, decrease,

bring the cotton forward, slip 1, knit 1, pull

the slipped stitch over the knitted one, bring

the cotton forward, slip 1, knit 1, pull the

slipped stitch over the knitted one, repeat

these stitches, decrease, knit to the border.

Slip a stitch, knit 5, purl the rest, knit the

border stitches. A plain row, decreasing as

before. The last 10 rows to be repeated,

decreasing 2 stitches every other vi’ow until

14 stitches are left; after this every row is

plain knitting, still decreasing every other

row until only 2 stitches are left, knit them

;

in the next row knit them together, and

draw the cotton through the last stitch.
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GAUFFEE FANS FOR A QUILT.

Cast on 72 stitches. Knit 3 rows
;
the

first stitch of every row is slipped throughout

the pattern. In the 4th row knit 4 stitches,

counting the slipped stitch as one, decrease

with the 5th, knit 60, decrease, knit the re-

maining 4. A plain row. Knit 4, decrease

1, knit 58, decrease 1, knit 4. A plain row.

Knit 4, decrease 1, bring the cotton forward,

purl 56, decrease 1, knit 4. A plain row.

Knit 4, decrease 1, knit 2, slip 2, knit 4,

repeat the last 6 stiches seven times, slip 2,

knit 2, decrease 1, knit 4. Knit 5, purl 2,

slip 2,* purl 4, slip 2 and purl 4, seven times,

slip 2, purl 2, knit 5. Knit 4, decrease 1,

knit 1, slip 2, knit 4, slip 2 and knit 4,

seven times, knit 1, decrease 1, knit 4. Knit

5, purl 1, slip 2, purl 4, slip 2, &c. ending

the row with 1 purled stitch and 5 knitted.

Knit 4, decrease 1, slip 2, knit 4, slip 2, &c.

* In rows like this always keep the cotton before in

slipping a stitch.
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decrease 1, and knit the 4 last stitches. A
plain row. Knit 4, decrease 1, purl 48, de-

crease 1, knit 4. A plain row. Knit 4, de-

crease 1, knit 1, slip 2, knit 4, &c. ending

the row with knitting 1 stitch, decreasing 1

and knitting 4. Knit 5, purl 1, slip 2, purl

4, &c. Knit 4, decrease 1, slip 2, knit 4,

slip 2, &c. Knit 5, bi’ing the cotton forward,

slip 2, purl 4, slip 2, &c. Knit 5, slip 2,

decrease 1, knit 2, slip 2, knit 4, slip 2, See.

decreasing 1 stitch in the last 4, slip 2, knit

5. A plain row. Knit 4, decrease 1, purl

40, decrease 1, knit 4. A plain row. Knit

4, decrease 1, slip 2, knit 4, and so on to the

end. It will be seen that care is taken to

place the 2 middle stitches of the 4 over the

stitches which were slipped in the last pat-

tern
;
when the decrease comes on the slip-

ped stitch it is made not on that but in the

following 4. Continue to decrease 2 in every

other row. When only 10 stitches are left,

every row is plain knitting, decreasing as

before every other row until you have only 2

stitches, knit them together and pass the

cotton through the last stitch.
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RIBBED SQUARES.

For a Quilt.

Cast on two stitches
;
knit them. 3rd row,

knit 1 stitch, increase a stitch at the back of

the first stitch, knit the 2nd and increase

again. 4th row, plain knitting. 5th row,

knit 2 stitches, increase 1 in the 2nd, increase

again in the 3rd, knit the 4th. 6th row, plain

knitting. 7th row, knit 2 stitches, increase 1,

knit 2, increase 1, knit 2. 8th row, knit 3,

purl 2, knit 3. Knit 3, increase 1, knit 2,

increase 1, knit 3. Knit 4, purl 2, knit 4.

Knit 3, increase 1, purl 1, knit 2, purl 1, in-

crease 1, knit 3. Knit 5, purl 2, knit 5.

Knit 3, increase 1, knit 2, purl 2, knit 2, in-

crease 1, knit 3. Knit 4, purl 2, knit 2, purl

2, knit 4. Knit 3, increase 1, purl 1, knit 2,

purl 2, knit 2, purl 1, increase 1, knit 3.

Knit 5, purl 2, knit 2, purl 2, knit 5. Knit

3, increase 1, purl 2, knit 2, &c. increasing-

before the last 3. Knit 3, purl 1, knit 2, purl

2, &c. Continue to increase 2 stitches every
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other row until there are 72, knitting and

purling the stitches so as to make them lay-

in ribs; decrease as you increased, ending

with 2 stitches, knit them together.

OPEN WORK FAN.

For a Quilt.

Cast on 74 stitches. Knit 6 rows. The first

stitch in every row is always slipped. Knit 2

stitches, decrease 1, hwngthe cotton forward,

slip a stitch, knit 2, pull the slipped stitch

over the 2 knitted, bring the cotton forward,

slip a stitch, knit 2, pull the slipped stitch

over the knitted
;
repeat these stitches until

only 4 are left on the left hand needle, de-

crease 1 and knit the two last. Knit 3

stitches, purl 66, knit the 3 last. Knit 2,

decrease 1, knit 1, bring the cotton forward,

slip a stitch, knit 2, and pull the slipped

stitch over the knitted, repeat these stitches

until only 4 stitches are left on the needle,

decrease, and knit 2. Knit 3, purl 64, knit 3.

VOL. II.—
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Knit 2, decrease 1, knit 2, bring the cot-

ton forward, slip a stitch, knit 2, pull the

slipped stitch over those which are knitted,

repeat these stitches as before, decrease and

knit the 2 last. Knit 3, purl 62, knit 3.

Knit 2, decrease 1, bring the cotton forward,

slip a stitch, knit 2, pull the slipped over the

knitted stitches, repeat these 3 stitches, bring-

ing the cotton forward before slipping the 1st;

when only 4 are left decrease, and knit the 2

last. Knit 3, purl 60, knit 3. Repeat these

alternate rows, decreasing 2 stitches every

other row (taking care that the first slipped

stitch is immediately before the stitch which

is over the hole) until only 6 stitches are left.

Knit every row plain, decreasing as before,

until only 2 stitches are left, knit them to-

gether and pass the cotton through the re-

maining stitch.

AN OPEN BORDER.

Any number of stitches may be set up that

will divide by 3. Slip the 1st stitch, bring
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the cotton forward, slip a stitch, knit a stitch,

pull the 2nd slipped stitch over the 3rd

stitch
;
repeat these 3 stitches to the end of

the row. 2nd row plain knitting. 3rd row

ribbed. Then begin with the 1st row again.

A few plain knitted stitches for a border

are a great improvement.

ANOTHER BORDEH.

Cast on any even number of stitches. Rib

each row with the exception of 3 stitches on

each side for the border, which are knitted

plain. When you have 4 ribs on the right

side, knit a plain row. Knit the 3 border

stitches, leave the cotton on the outside ofthe

needle and rib 2 stitches taken together, this

makes a loop stitch; pass the cotton back and

repeat these 2 stitches until you come to the

border. The next row is plain knitting.

Then rib again backwards and forwards until

you come to the row before the holes, which

is again to be plain knitting. To be sure

F 2
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that your pattern is right you must be able to

count 7 ridges on the wrong side, and 4 on

the right.

A LAST BORDEE. EOR A QUILT.

Two needles No. 16, and medium sized cotton.

Cast on 101 stitches (or any uneven num-

ber). 1st row, knit the 2nd stitch first,

drawing it over the 1st, knit the 1st, knit the

4th and 3rd, 6th and 6th, and repeat the

same until, you come to the last, which knit.

2nd row, purl the 1st stitch, taking 2 stitches

together as ifyou were going to decrease, but

pick up again the stitch nearest to the right

hand and purl it. Repeat the same to the

last stitch, which is to be purled. Begin

again at the 1st row.
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GRECIAN BORDER.

Two needles No. 14, and coarse cotton.

Cast on 28 stitches. 1st row, rib 4, knit 12,

rib 4, knit 4, rib 4. 2nd row, all purled.

3rd row is the same as the 1st. 4th row,

purl. 5th row, the same as the 1st. 6th row,

purl. 7th row same as the 1st. 8th row,

purled. 9th row, purl 4, knit 4, purl 12, knit

4, purl 4. The hack rows are all purled.

11th, 13th, and 15th, like the 9th. 17th, 19th,

21st, and 23rd rows, purl 4, knit 4, purl 4,

knit 12, purl 4. 25th, 27th, 29th, and 31st

rows, purl 4, knit 4, purl 4, knit 4, purl 12.

33rd, 35th, 37th, and 39th rows, purl 4, knit

20, purl 4. 41st, 43rd, 45th, and 47th rows,

purl 12, knit 4, purl 4, knit 4, and purl 4.

Begin ag-ain with the 1st row.
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DIAMOND KNITTING.

For a Quilt Border.

Cast on 67 stitches, 10 on each side are for

the border, and are always plain knitting.

Knit the border, knit 1 stitch, bring the cotton

forward, slip 1 stitch, knit 1, and pull the

slipped stitch over it, knit 7, knit 2 taken

together, bring the cotton forward, and repeat

from the border: your number of stitches

should always be the same. Back row, knit

the border stitches, and rib the rest; every

hack row is the same. Knit to where you de-

creased last, bring the cotton forward, slip 1

stitch, knit 1, and pull the slipped stitch over

it, knit 5 stitches, decrease bytaking 2 stitches

in 1, bring the cotton forward, knit 3, repeat

the last 12 stitches to the border. Back row.

You areto continue increasing and decreasing

in the same manner until you have only 3

stitches between the increases, then decrease

at the sides of the diamond which you have
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made by increasing, and increase on each side

before and after the decrease. You will now

have enough of the pattern done to see how to

proceed.

Observe, that when you have only 3 stitches

at the top of the diamond you have been de-

creasing, and the back row is done, you begin

to decrease the other diamond. Also, that

after the 1st diamond is done, your greatest

number of plain stitches between the decrease

will be 5.

BOBDEE FOB A TABLE COVEE.

Cast on 90 stitches. Knit the 1st stitch,

bring the thread forward, slip a stitch, knit 2

taken together, bring the thread forward, slip

a stitch, &c. to the end of the row, where you

will find but one stitch to knit after the last

slipped stitch. Continue the pattern (observ-

ing to begin every row with one plain knitted

stitch) until you have enough in length, then

cast off.
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This border in crimson cotton or German

lambs’-wool, is a nice finish to a dark cloth

cover.

BORDBH AND FRINGE.

In 2 colors
; for a Table Cover or Shawl.

Cast on 28 stitches with the first color.

Knit 2 stitches with the 2nd color, knit 2

stitches with the 1st color, 2 with the 2nd, 2

with the 1st, and continue the same to the

end of the row, which will be 2 stitches of the

1st color. Begin the next row by knitting 2

stitches of the 1st color, pass the thread

forward, place it under the thumb of the left

hand, pass the 2nd color back and knit 2

stitches, continue the same to the end of the

row, and then begin again at the 2nd row,

only observing to knit the 2nd color over the

1st and the 1st over the 2nd. After 2 more

rows, reverse the colors again.

When you have a sufficient length, cast off

20 stitches and unravel 8 for the Fringe.
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SCAEE FOE THE THEOAT.

It will require 2 needles No. 12, and Scarlet

German Lamis’-ivool.

Cast on 86 stitches ;
knit and rib 4 stitches

alternately, but as 86 cannot divide by 4, you

must knit 5 instead in two places in the course

of the row. After 4 rows in this manner,

reverse the knitting and ribbing for 4 rows

;

continue this pattern for about a quarter of a

yard (and also for 12 stitches at each end of

every succeeding row), and commence the

second pattern between the 12border stitches.

1st row; knit 2 stitches taken together, plain

knit 8 stitches, rib 3 ;
repeat the same until

you come to the 12 stitches of the border.

2nd row
;

(after the border) rib 8 stitches,

bring the wool forward, give it a twist round

the needle (to increase 1 stitch), and rib 1

stitch, knit 3, repeat this to the border. 3rd

row; knit 2 stitches, knit 2 taken together,

knit 6, rib 3, &c. 4th row
;
rib 6 stitches,

increase 1, rib 3, knit 3, &c. 5th row ;
knit 4,
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take 2 together, knit 4, rib 3, &c. 6th row,

rib 4, increase 1, rib 5, knit 3, &c. 7th row,

knit 6, take 2 together, rib 3, See. 8th row,

rib 2, increase 1, rib 7, knit 3, &c. 9th row,

knit 8, knit 2 together, rib 3, &c. 10th row,

rib 1, increase 1, rib 8, knit 3, &c. 11th row,

knit 6, knit 2 taken together, knit 2, rib 3, &c.

12th row, rib 3, increase 1, rib 6, knit 3, &c.

13th row, knit 4, knit 2 together, knit 4, rib 3,

&c. 14th row, rib 4, increase 1, rib 5, knit

3, &c. 15th row, knit 2, knit 2 together, knit

6, rib 3, &c. 16th row, rib 6, increase 1, rib

3, knit 3, &c. Begin again at the 1st row of

the second pattern, and repeat the pattern

until the scarf is nearly long enough, then

finish with the border as at first. Sew the

undermentioned edge to the sides and a piece

of Scarf Fringe to the ends.

SCARF EDGE.

Two needles and gold coloredjlox silk.

Cast on 6 stitches. 1st row
;
bring the silk
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forward and knit 2 stitches taken together,

knit 2 stitches, bring the silk forward and

knit 2 taken together. 2nd row; knit 2

stitches, bring the silk forw^ard and knit 2

taken together, knit 2 stitches.

A repetition of these 2 rows forms the

pattern.

SCARF.

' Two needles No. 7

.

Cast on 80 stitches; pass the wool forward,

slip a stitch, knit a stitch, pass the slipped

stitch over the knitted one, knit 1 stitch, rib 1

stitch, continue this to the end of the row

;

every row is the same.

This scarftakes about 2^ ounces ofGerman

lambs’-wool
;

it requires a wide fringe at the

end, and is very pretty if knitted with shaded

ends, which are done by using successively 2

skeins of 5 or 6 shades of the desired color,

beginning with the darkest.
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NETTED SCAEF.

On a foundation of 64 stitches.

Net successively 6 rows of the following

colors; Waterloo blue, scarlet, amber, blue,

yellow, scarlet, darkblue, amber, scarlet, light

blue, amber, and scarlet.

PORCUPINE BOA.

Four needles No. 15, andfine German lamhs^-

loool are required.

Cast 36 stitches on each of3 needles, knit 4

stitches, bring the wool forward, knit a stitch

—this is the centre stitch ofthe pattern—bring

the wool forward, knit 4 stitches, slip a stitch

taking it under, knit two taken together, pull

the slipped stitch over it, then begin knitting

the 4 stitches, &c. It is better at the end of

each needle to knit 1 stitch off the next one,

as it prepares for the next round
;
continue

this for 6 rounds, increasing before and after
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every centre stitch, and knitting to within 1 of

where you decreased, which stitch slip, knit

the next 2 together, and pull the slipped stitch

over it. Knit 3 plain rounds. Knit to within

1 stitch of the centre stitch, slip it
;
knit 2 to-

gether, these 6 rounds increase each side of

the stitch with which you decreased in the last

pattern, which makes that the centre stitch

this time.

Your number should always be the same as

you began with : it is easy to count the num-

ber of rounds you have done, at the place

where you decrease.

This boa is knitted with the wrong side out-

wards. When finished, fill it with cotton wool,

and put strings to it.

LEGGINGS.

Two ivory needles and rather fine lambs’-wool

are required.

Cast on 44 stitches, knit 7 rows, then knit 2

inches, knitting and ribbing 2 stitches alter-
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nately
;
knit 8 rows, continue plain knitting

and increase at the beginning and ending of

every 4th row ;
when you have 60 stitches

knit 4 rows, then decrease in the same pro-

portion as you increased, until you have but

52 stitches
;
knit 6 rows, and finish to match

the top. Sew them up.

WAISTCOAT.

Large Size.

Cast on 68 stitches, knit 38 rows
;
cast on

14 stitches, knit 26 rows, cast off 34 stitches,

knit 4 rows, cast on 26, knit 68 rows, cast off

26 stitches, knit 4 rows, cast on 34 stitches,

knit 26 rows, cast off 14 stitches, knit 38 rows.

The Sleeve.

Cast on 45 stitches, knit 90 rows, decrease

1 in each row, which leaves a narrow bit to

taek to the shoulder-strap, and leaves the

sleeve open under the arm.
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KNITTED WAISTCOAT.

Cast on 54 stitches
;
knit 38 rows, cast on

14 stitches, knit 14 rows ;
cast oiF34 stitches,

knit 4 rows. Cast on 26 stitches, knit 66

rows, cast olF26 stitches, knit 4 rows, cast on

34 stitches, knit 14 rows, cast off 14 stitches,

and knit 38 rows.

Sleeves.

Cast on 43 stitches, add 1 stitch each row

until there are 60, knit 9 rows. Decrease 1

stitch in each row for 8 rows, then 3 in each

row for 19.

WARM TIPPET.

Two needles No. 11.

Cast on 60 stitches, bring tlie wool forward,

slip a stitch, and knit 2 taken together, and

continue to knit in the same manner for 10

rows, thenknit (still observing the same stitch)
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6 stitches (2 repetitions of the pattern), and

back; knit 12 stitches and back; 18 and

hack; and knit backwards and forwards in

this manner, advancing 6 stitches farther each

time until you have hut 6 stitches left behind,

then knit fewer stitches by 6 than in the last

row, and knit backwards and forwards reced-

ing 6 stitches each time until you knit only 6

and return
:

ye*^ have now completed the

first of the gussets which shape the tippet.

Knit 6 stitches, bring the wool forward as if

to continue the pattern, pick up a stitch

between the stitches and purl it, bring the

wool forward, slip a stitch and knit 2 toge-

ther
;
continue the same stitch to the end of

the row without any more increase. In the

next rowknit 2 stitches in the increased stitch,

and in the following row, when you come to

the increased stitches, bring the wool forward,

slip a stitch and knit 1 (instead of two), you

have thus added 1 stripe to your row
;
knit 4

rows, and in the next row begin to add ano-

ther stripe to your row within the first 6

stitches
;
by the time this stripe is made, you
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will have knitted 10 entire rows. Knit 6

stitches and return, and knit as before (for

the gusset) until you come to the row in

which you knit to within 6 of the end, then

knit a smaller number each time until youknit

only 6 stitches and return. Knit a whole row,

increasing afterthe 6th stitch, and add2stripes

to the row (as described in the 48th row).

Knit in the gusset again, and then in 1 0 whole

rows add 2 stripes as before; knit the gusset

(which of course increases in size with the

increased number of stitches). Add 2 stripes.

Knit a gusset. Knit 6 stitches, pass the

wool forward, slip 1 stitch, take 2 stitches

upon another needle, slip another stitch, and,

passing the 2 stitches, knit the 4 stitches

together, bring the wool forward and go on.

In the next row, when you come to where you

have decreased, it will he necessary to knit

3 stitches together instead of 2. Decrease in

the same manner twice in the 10 complete

rows. Knit in a gusset. Decrease 4 times

in the 10 whole rows. Knit a gusset. Knit

20 whole rows. This completes half of the

VOL. II.—
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cape; the other half must be knitted to cor-

respond, only that you must increase where

before you decreased, and decrease where you

increased.

NIGHT CAP.

With moderately fine cotton and 5 needles.

Cast 2 stitches on each of 4 needles : in-

crease 2 stitches on each needle
;
in the next

round, increase 1 stitch on each needle
;
make

a seam in the middle of each needle and in-

crease on each side of it every other round,

until you have a sufficient number of stitches

for the size of your cap. Leave off seaming

the middle stitches and knit round until your

cap is I of a yard long, then finish the end

like the beginning, decreasing where you

before increased.
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NIGHT CAP.

French Pattern.

Cast 2 stitches on each of 4 needles, knit

round increasing them to 4, next round in-

crease 1 on each needle and make seams of

the centre stitches. Knit round increasing 1

stitch on each side of the seam (leaving 3

stitches between the 2 that are increased)

on each needle. When your cap is large

enough round, leave off seaming and knit

round until the cap is | of a yard long ; make

the end like the beginning.

LAMBS’-WOOL SLEEVE.

Cast on each of 3 needles 18 or 24 stitches

according to the size of the sleeve wished for

;

knit and rib 3 stitches alternately until the

sleeve is about 3 inches long. Then take

coarser needles and coarser lambs’- wool and

knit plain until the sleeve is nearly long

G 2
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enough, and finish hy ribbing it again for

about an inch and a half.

CEPHALINE.

To he worn on the head on leaving heated

rooms. A mesh f of an inch ivide and one

that width are required. It may he netted

inflox silk or fine lambs’-wool.

Net a row of 60 stitches and back again

with the large mesh (these are the middle

rows). Net a row with the fine mesh. The

next row is netted with the large mesh 3

stitches in each stitch, then a row with the fine

mesh taking each stitch separately. After-

wards a row with the large mesh 2 stitches in

each of the first 60 stitches, 1 in each of the

next 60, and 2 in each of the rest
;
a narrow

row
;
a wide row without increase

;
a narrow

row

;

a wide row 3 stitches in each stitch.

Repeat these rows on the other side, be-

ginning at the first narrow row.,
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Run a ribbon through the middle rows, sew

the ends to the ribbon, and the Cephaline is

made.

DIAMOND KNITTING.

Cast on any number of Stitches that will

divide by 1 1 ;
begin with the cotton forward,

slip a stitch, knit 1, pull the slipped stitch

over it, knit 6 stitches, knit 2 stitches taken

together, bring the cotton forward, knit 1

stitch
5
repeat these 11 stitches all round- A

plain round. Knit 1 stitch, bring the cotton

forward, slip a stitch, knit 1, pull the slipped

stitch over the knitted one, knit 4, knit 2 taken

together, bring the cotton forward and knit 2

stitches
5
repeat these 11 stitches all round.

A plain round. Knit 2 stitches, bring the

cotton forward, slip a stitch, knit 1, pull the

slipped over the knitted stitch, knit 2, knit 2

taken together, bring the cotton forward, knit

3, repeat these round. A plain round. Knit 3

stitches,bring the cotton forward, slip a stitch

knit 1, pull the slipped stitch over the knitted
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one, knit 2 taken together, bring the cotton

forward, knit 4, repeat these 1 1 stitches round.

A plain round. Knit 4 stitches, bring the

cotton forward, slip a stitch, knit 1, pull the

slipped over the knitted stitch, knit 6 stitches.

A plain round. Knit 3 stitches, knit 2 to-

gether, bring the cotton forward, knit 1, bring

the cotton forward, slip a stitch, knit 1, pull

the slipped stitch over, knit 3 ;
repeat these

stitches round. You will perceive that this

round begins another round of diamonds, and

that you increase from the point of the dia-

mond, and decrease the other half diamond

to a point.

ANOTHER DIAMOND KNITTING.

Four needles are required.

Cast on any number of stitches that will

divide by 8, bring the thread forward, slip 1

stitch, knit 1 and pull the slipped stitch over

it; knit 6, repeat these 8 stitches all round.

Knit a plain round. Bring the thread for-
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ward knit 1 stitch, bring the thread forward

slip 1 stitch, knit 1 and pull the slipped stitch

over it
;
knit 3, knit 2 taken together, repeat

this all round. Plain round. Bring the thread

forward, knit 3 stitches, bring the thread

forward slip 1 stitch, knit 1 and pull the

slipped stitch over it, knit 1 ,
knit 2 taken to-

gether, repeat this all round. Plain round.

Bring the thread forward, slip 1 stitch, knit

1 and pull the slipped stitch over it, knit 1,

knit 2 taken together, bring the thread for-

ward knit 3 stitches, repeat this all round.

Plain round. Bring the thread forward, slip

1 stitch, knit 1 and pull the slipped stitch

over it, knit 2 taken together, bring the

thread forward knit 4, repeat this all round.

Plain round. Knit 1, bring the thread for-

ward, slip 1 stitch, knit 1 and pull the slipped

stitch over it, knit 5, repeat this all round.

Plain round. Knit 2 stitches, bring the

thread forward, slip 1 stitch, knit 1 and pull

the slipped stitch over it, knit 4, repeat this

all round. Plain round. Knit 2 stitches

taken together, bring the thread forward knit
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1 stitch, bring the thread forward slip 1 stitch,

knit 1 and pull the slipped stitch over it,

knit 3, repeat this all round. Plain round.

Knit 1, bring the thread forward, knit 3

stitches, bring the thread forward, slip 1

stitch, knit 1 and pull the slipped stitch over

it, knit 2 taken together, bring the thread

forward and repeat the last 8 stitches all

round. Plain round. Now you will see you

are to begin decreasing the 5 stitches of the

smaller diamonds
;
and you have enough of

the pattern done to see how to proceed.

The 3 middle stitches of the larger diamond

are always plain knitting, and the 1st der

crease is done with the remaining stitch of

the small diamond.

SMALL HEATHER PATTERN.

.4s this is knitted round, 4 needles are required,

It is very pretty for apurse or mitten.

Cast on any number of stitches that will

divide by 13. Begin with the thread forward
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knit 1 stitch, bring the thread forward knit

1 stitch, thus increasing 2 loop stitches, knit

2 stitches taken together twice, knit 1

stitch, this is the centre Stitch of one stripe,

decrease twice, increase twice, and repeat

these 13 stitches all round; Knit 3 rounds

plain. Repeat these 4 rounds.

DOUBLE EYELET KNITTING.

Four needles are required.

Cast on any number of stitches that will

divide by 7. Begin with the thread forward,

knit 1 stitch, decrease by taking 2 stitches

together, knit 1 stitch, decrease 1 stitch, in-

crease 1 stitch, repeat these 7 stitches all

round, and knit 2 rounds plain. Repeat

these 3 rounds.
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GOUTY SHOES.

For the sole, cast on 10 stitches and knit 3

rows. Knit on, increasing 1 stitch near the

middle of every alternate row until you have

20 stitches. Increase every 4th row, until

you have 24 stitches. Knit 12 rows. Increase

twice, 1 stitch in every 5th row. Knit 8 rows.

Decrease 4 times in every 4th row. Decrease

8 times, 1 stitch in every 2nd row
;
twice, 1

in every 4th row. Knit 4 plain rows. In-

crease 9 times, 1 stitch in every 4th row.

Decrease 4 times, 1 stitch in every 4th row.

Decrease 3 times, 2 stitches in every 2nd row.

Decrease 2 stitches in every row until only 5

stitches are left, which are to be cast olF.

This is to be knitted with very coarse

cotton, wound double, and needles No. 16.

For the upper part cast on eleven stitches,

with needles No. 8, and coarse lambs’-wool;

increase 2 stitches in every row until you

have 25 stitches. Increase 2 stitches in every

other row until you have 31, then 2 stitches
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in every 3rd row until you have 37 . Knit 2

rows plain. Knit 12 stitches backwards and

forwards until long enough for the quarter.

Cast off 13 stitches and knit the remaining

12 backwards and forwards, to correspond

with the other side. Sew up the back and

fasten in the sole on the wrong side.

TO INCREASE AND DECREASE IN DOUBLE

KNITTING.

In double knitting you cannot very well

increase oftener than every 3 rows, as you

do not complete the increase in less than 3

rows. In the 1st row knit 1 stitch behind

wherever you wish to increase
;
in the 2nd

row do the same to the stitch adjoining, and

in the 3rd row when you come to the in-

crease, knit 1 stitch, and pass the next upon

another needle, bring the thread forward

slip a stitch and replace the one from the

3rd needle, knit it, and continue the row.
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You will perceive that you cannot increase

less than two stitches at once.

Decreasing in double knitting can be done

in 2 rows. In the 1st row knit 2 knitting

stitches together, passing the farther one

over the intervening stitch, bring the thread

forward, and slip two stitches (instead of 1).

In the 2nd row 2 knitting stitches will come

together, knit them taken together. You

cannot decrease less than 2 stitches at once.

DOUBLE KNITTED SOLES. .

To wear in the shoes.

Cast on 14 stitches, knit in double knit-

ting 2 rows, increase 2 stitches in 3 rows (as

directed in the preceding pattern) until you

have 24 stitches. Knit 6 rows, then decrease

2 stitches every 2 rows until you have but

10 stitches left. Knit 8 rows. Increase

until you have 20 stitches. Knit 6 rows.

Decrease 2 stitches in 2 rows until you have
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12 stitches left, decrease 4 stitches in 2

rows twice, and cast off the remaining 4

stitches.

lambs’-wool boot.

Four ivory needles and coarse lambs’-wool

are required.

Cast 32 stitches on each of 3 needles, knit

round 2 stitches plain and 2 ribbed alter-

nately until it is 4 inches long, then take

another colored lambs’-wool and knit 2

rounds of 2 stitches plain and 2 ribbed, de-

crease in the middle of one needle 1 stitch

on each side of a rib for 20 rows; knit

3 inches more without decreasing, then 2

inches with the 1st color, 1 inch with the

2nd, and fasten off by drawing the lambs’-

wool through 2 stitches at a time and knot-

ting it. Sew up the boot at the bottom.
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baby’s lambs’-wool cap.

Cast on 60 stitches. Knit 3 or 4 rows

plain. Knit about 20 turns in double knit-

ting
;
this will make it 14 inches in length

and 7 inches in depth. Knit 12 turns plain

and 10 turns double knitting. Knit 2 or 3

turns plain knitting, reducing the number

of stitches so as to form the crown. Fasten

it up a little way behind, turn hack the first

part of double knitting, and run a ribbon

through it.

baby’s hat.

Seven needles No. 16, are required.

Cast 2 stitches on each of 3 needles
;
knit

2 rounds. Knit 1 round increasing at the

back of every stitch. Rib 2 rounds. Knit 1

round increasing at the back of every stitch,

and 1 round without increase. Rib 2 rounds.

Knit 1 round increasing 3 stitches on each

needle, and 1 round plain. Rib 2 rounds.
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Knit and rib 2 rounds alternately, always

increasing 3 stitches on each needle in the

1st plain knitted round, until you can count

7 ribbed welts. Knit 2 rounds and rib 2

rounds alternately, without increasing any

more for 15 welts. Knit round, increasing 5

times on each needle, knit 1 plain round.

Continue to knit and rib in the same man-

ner, increasing 5 stitches on each needle in

the 1st knitted round until the brim is broad

enough (perhaps about 13 welts), and cast off.

Have the hat made very stilF, and dried

on a shape.

baby’s stockings.

With needles No. 15, and fine lamhs’-wool

Cast on 25 stitches
;
knit a row, increase

a stitch at the end. Knit 3 rows, increasing

at the end of each. After this increase, at

the end of every other row only, until there

are 36 stitches on the needle. Take off 14

stitches on a 3rd needle, and knit the 22
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that are left (beginning at the sloping side)

back-wards and forwards until there aie 10

ridges, cast on 14 stitches and make this

side like the other by decreasing. When

this is done, put the 14 stitches on the

needle again, take up 10 stitches in the mid-

dle and 14 at the side, knit 4 rows. Knit 2

stitches, increase a stitch, knit the rest in-

creasing again in the last stitch but two.

Knit 4 plain rows. Increase as before

;

continue to knit 4 plain rows and to in-

crease 2 stitches in the 5th until there are

50 stitches. Knit 4 rows and decrease every

5th until there are 40. Purl and knit every

alternate 2 stitches for 14 rows
;
finish with

4 plain rows. When knitted, the stocking

must be sewn up and a ribbon run through

it to tie it round the ankle.

baby’s gaitees.

Cast on 18 stitches; knit a row; knit a

row increasing a stitch at the end; knit a
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row. Knit a row increasing 1 stitch at the

end. A plain row. Increase every other

row until there are 30 stitches on the needle.

Knit 18, beginning from the sloping side

(take off the remaining 12 on a third needle),

knit backwards and forwards until there are

10 ridges, cast on 12 stitches and decrease

in the same proportion as you increased, to

make the sides match. When the foot is

finished, take the 12 stitches from the 3rd

needle, take up 10 stitches in the middle

and 12 on the side, and knit the legging as

in the last pattern. Sew it up and bind the

foot with white ribbon.

baby’s spenceb.

Needles No. 14.

Cast on 12 stitches, knit 8 rows, counting

the casting on row as one. In the 8th row

make 2 holes (1 near the straight side and

1 in the middle of the row), by bringing the

wool forward and knitting 2 stitches together.

VOL. II.—

H
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Increase a stitch at the end of this row and

every 4th row afterwards, until you have 22

stitches. Knit 8 rows, at the end of the 8th

row decrease a stitch
;
knit 4 rows and de-

crease again at the end of the 4th; after

this, decrease every other row until there

are only 14 stitches : knit a row and cast

off. This is one side of the back
;
make the

other to match it.

The front. Cast on 64 stitches, knit 16

rows, making holes in the 8th row as

before directed, then increase by making 2

stitches in 1 six times every other row, about

14 stitches from the beginning and end of

the row. Knit a row. Knit 6 stitches back-

wards and forwards, decreasing a stitch every

other row (with the needle on which the other

stitches are) until only 2 are left
;
cast them

off : if the wool be left loose, it need not be

broken off. Knit the stitches on the needle

and make the other end like that which is

finished. Knit 28 rows, gradually decreasing

until only 36 stitches are left; then knit 12

stitches backwards and forwards for 24 rows.
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cast off the 12 stitches and repeat the same

at the other end of the row. Sew on the

backs, take up the stitches down the back,

knit 6 rows and cast off. On one side leave

holes forthebuttonholes. Take up the stitches

round the neck, knit 4 rows, make holes for

the string, knit 4 rows and cast off.

The sleeve. Cast on 16 stitches. Increase

gradually until you think it wide enough
;

decrease towards the wrist, knit and rib 2

stitches alternately for about an inch, and

finish with 4 plain rows.

baby’s stays.

To he knitted in soft cotton or fine lamhs’-

wool. Needles No. 16.

Cast on 204 stitches. The 6 first and last

stitches are knitted every row : knit and rib

the rest, knitting 6 stitches then ribbing 6.

Knit 60 rows, ribbing those stitches in 1 row

which were knitted in the last. After 60

rows have been done, knit and rib 60 stitches,

H 2
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and, instead of finishing the row, turn back

and cast off 6 stitches, knit and rib the rest.

Decrease 1 stitch at the beginning ofthe next

row (consisting of 64 stitches), rib and knit

it. Knit and rib the next row. Decrease at

the beginning coming back. Repeat the last

4 rows. Then cast off 12 stitches, knit and

rib the rest. Decrease 1 stitch, rib and knit

the others. Cast off 12 stitches, knit and rib

the rest. Decrease 1 stitch, knit and rib the

rest. Cast off 6 stitches, rib and knit the

rest. Knit and rib the row. Cast off 6

stitches, knit and cast off the 12 remaining.

One side of the back is now finished. Begin

to knit with the stitch next to the last of the

6 cast off under the arm. Knit and rib 90

stitches, turn back and cast off 6, knit and rib

the rest. Decrease 1 stitch at the beginning

of every row until 76 stitches only are left.

Decrease 1, rib 6, knit 6, rib 6, knit 6. Cast

off 24, rib and knit the remainder. Decrease

1, rib and knit the rest. Cast off 6, knit and

rib the rest. Decrease 1, rib and knit the

rest. Cast off 6, rib and knit the rest. Rib
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and knit 12, cast olF 6. Knit these 6 stitches

backwards and forwards for the shoulder-

strap. Make the other side of the front and

back to match, bind the stays with ribbon,

and sew on strings.

baby’s sock to appear like a shoe and

STOCKING.

Eight steel needles, 4 No. 14, and 4 No. 20,

andfine German lambs’-wool are required.

Cast 14 stitches on one of the coarse

needles, with double lambs’-wool, knit 14

turns, loop 12 stitches on the same needle,

28 on the second and 12 on the third, and

knit up the 14 loops on the cast on side of

the piece of knitting
;
you will now have 80

stitches in all on the needles. Knit 6 turns,

decrease 1 stitch at the end of each row until

you have only 70 stitches. Decrease 2

stitches in the middle of the row, knitting 2

plain stitches between: continue thus de-

creasing.2 stitches for the heel in the centre
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of every row, and one at the end for the toe;;

until you have 58 stitches left. Divide the

stitches in halves, 29 on each needle, and

join it by knitting the 2 rows together ending

at the toe. Pick up 14 loops on the instep,

and 56 round the top of the shoe, with a

different color knit one round and cast off;

this is to look like the binding, and completes

the shoe.

For the stocking use the fine needles and

single wool. Take up 14 stitches on the

instep, behind the chain stitch (or colored

binding). Knit 1 plain row taking up a stitch

from the side and knitting that and the last

stitch together. Purl 1 row knitting the last

stitch and a side stitch together. Knit the

next row, bringing the wool before the needle

every stitch and knitting 2 stitches taken to-

gether. Knit these last 2 rows alternately

until you have 12 rows of holes, remembering

to take up a stitch at the side and knit it with

the last stitch. Then take up 34 stitches

round the shoe, behind the chain stitch, con-

tinue the pattern as on the instep. When
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you have 12 rows of holes above the binding,

knit 1 plain round, adding a stitch after every

third stitch, making in all 64 stitches, knit

12 ronnds of knitting, and pnrling 2 stitches

alternately. Cast off. Make a small rosette

of ribbon, and sew it in front of the shoe.

NETTED CURTAIN.

For a French Bed.

With a mesh 1 inch wide net 130 stitches.

195 rows w'ill complete the curtain.

BRIOCHE OR MOORISH CUSHION.

Choose any number of colored wools, or if

preferred, two that contrast well. Two

needles. No. 12.

Cast on 60 stitches, bring the wool for-

ward, slip a stitch, knit 1 (by this you

increase by a loop stitch), bring the wool for-

ward, slip a stitch, knit 1
;

repeat these
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stitches to the end of the row. 2nd row

:

bring the wool forward, slip a stitch, knit the

loop made last row with the next stitch,

bring the wool forward, slip a stitch,

knit the loop and stitch together; repeat

these stitches to the end of the row. Knit

6 more rows in the same manner, the stitch

is the same throughout. Fasten on the 2nd

color, bring the wool forward, slip a stitch,

knit 1, bring the wool forward, slip a stitch,

knit 1. Now instead of continuing the row,

turn back. Bring the wool forward, slip a

stitch, knit 1, bring the wool forward, slip a

stitch, knit 1. Continue to increase the num-

ber you slip and knit by 4 every time, until

all the 60 have been knitted. Knit 8 rows

of the 1st color, and proceed as before.

Twelve of these divisions will make the

cushion large enough. The following suc-

cession of colors with dark stripes between

is very pretty; green, lilac, yellow, blue,

white, and scarlet.

Sew it up at the side. Net a fringe with

double coarse lambs’-wool to the narrow
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part, and run in a string to tie it tightly to-

gether under the fringe. Make a round

cushion, and cover it with the knitting.

A BLANKET.

Two very coarse wooden needles and wool

proportionahly coarse.

Cast on30 stitches; knit a few plain rows for

the edge
;
then begin with the wool forward,

slip 1 stitch, taking it under so as not to twist

it, knit 1 stitch, repeat these 2 stitches to the

end of the row, and you will find you have

increased 15 stitches; repeat this row with

this only difference, that in future you knit

the loop and stitch under it together.

These strips done in squares of different

colors are very pretty.
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BLANKET IN STRIPS.

Needles and loool the same as for the pre-

ceding pattern.

Cast on 32 stitches, knit 7 rows common
knitting

;
then begin double knitting,* knit-

ting 4 stitches plain on each side for a border,

knit about 24 rows, knit 8 rows plain and

then double knitting again; continue these

squares until the piece is long enough. It is

very pretty if the squares are done in different

colors.

NETTED LACE.

Begin on a straight foundation with a mesh

No. 16. Of course the number of stitches

will depend on the length that is wishedfor.

216 will mahe about a yard.

Net 24 plain rows. Take a mesh of an

* See Contents—Double ICnitting. For a blanket it is

better to put the wool twice round the needle in the knitted

stitches.
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inch wide, or a trifle wider, net 3 stitches in

the 1st stitch, pass 2 stitches, net 5 stitches

in the next, pass 2, and net 5 stitches in every

3rd stitch to the end of the row. Take the

small mesh and net every stitch you have

increased as a single stitch, and finish with

another row on the small mesh.

PUFF NETTING.

Very pretty for caps.

Begin your netting on a foundation that

will divide by 10. Net 9 stitches, net 9

stitches in the 10th
;
repeat to the end of

the row. Net 3 rows, 1 stitch in every

stitch. In the next row (which will make

the 5th from the increase), take the first 9

stitches as 1 stitch, net the following 9

stitches, repeat to the end of the row. Begin

again.
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A COOL NIGHT CAP.

Pujf netting. The mesh to he j inch wide.

Begin on a round foundation of 7 1 stitches

;

net 3 plain rounds. In the 4th round, net

5 stitches, net 6 stitches in the 6th stitch

;

repeat this all round. Net 2 rounds, netting

one stitch in every stitch. In the next round

take the 5 plain stitches as one, net 5

stitches, repeat all round. Begin again with

the 4th round (increasing 5 stitches after the

decrease). When the cap is deep enough

net one round putting the cotton twice round

the mesh
;
run a ribbon in at the top and

bottom, and tie the top string tight.

SUSPENDERS.

Two needles No. 16.

Cast on 18 stitches, and knit about 6 rows

in double knitting with the thread once

round the needle, knit 9 stitches, take off

the other 9 on another needle, and knit the
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first 9 backwards and forwards until it is

long enough for a button-hole; take back

the cotton and knit up the other 9 until both

are even (the loop which is left from carry-

ing the thread down can be sewn in after-

wards)
;
knit 6 more rows double knitting, and

2 rows double knitting with the thread twice

round the needle. Knit 1 row ofplain knitting,

increasing 1 stitch in every 2, which will make

in all 27. Then in the front row
;
knit the 2nd

stitch first, drawing it over the 1st, knit the

1st, knit the 4th and 3rd, 6th and 5th, and re-

peat the same to the end, which will be 1 knit-

ted stitch. Back row; purl the 1st stitch, tak-

ing 2 stitches together as if you were going to

decrease, but pick up again the stitch near-

est to the right hand and purl it : repeat this

to the last stitch, which is to be purled.

Repeat these 2 rows until you think it long-

enough, then begin double knitting, decrease

to 18 stitches again, knit about 2 inches and

finish in a point.

These suspenders are firmer and less

elastic than those given in the first series.
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PAEISIAN NET KNITTING.

This ’pattern is very prettyfor afoot-muff,
hlanhet, or sofa guard.

Take German lambs'-•wool of two colors

that contrast well; pink and white form a

•pretty mixture.

Cast on an even number of stitches, and
with the white wool knit several rows before

beginning the pattern. 1st row: fasten on
the pink wool forward, knit the first stitch

with the white wool, pass the pink round
the needle bringing it forward again, and
purl the next stitch with it; pass the purled

stitch on to the left-hand needle and knit it

with the white wool, knit 1 stitch with the

white, pass the pink wool round the needle,

purl 1 stitch and pass it back on to the left-

hand needle, knit it and the following stitch

with the white wool
;
continue the same to

the end of the row. 2nd row
:

purl the

white stitches with the white wool, and slip

tlie pink loops, taking care not to twist them
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or change the side which is forward. 3rd

row : knit the white stitches with the white

wool and slip the pink loops. 4th row:

purl the 1st stitch with the white wool, turn

the pink wool (which is now behind) round

the needle, and with it knit the pink loop

and following white stitch taken together,

slip the stitch on to the left-hand needle and

purl it with the white wool, purl 1 stitch

with the white, pass the pink wool round

the needle, and knit with it the pink loop and

following stitch taken together, slip it on to

the other needle and purl it with the white

wool, repeat the same to the end. 5th row

:

knit all the white stitches with the white

wool and slip the pink loops. 6th row

:

pui’l the white stitches with the white wool

and slip the pink. 7th row : knit 1 stitch

with the white wool, pass the pink wool

(which is forward) round the needle and with

it purl the pink loop and following white

stitch taken together, observing to take the

pink loop by the under side, slip the stitch

on to the left-hand needle and knit it and
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the following w'hite stitch with the white

wool
;
repeat the same to the end of the row

:

as the 7th row takes the place of the 1st,

continue with the 2nd row.

DIAMOND KNITTING.

Cast on 14 stitches for each pattern.
,
1st

round : knit 12 stitches, knit 2 taken to-

gether, and bring the cotton forward
;
repeat

the same. 2nd round : knit 2 stitches taken

together, knit 9, knit 2 taken together, and

bring the cotton forward, knit 1 and bring

the cotton forward again. 3rd round : knit

2 stitches taken together, knit 7, knit 2

taken together, bring the cotton forward,

knit 3, and bring the cotton forward again.

4th round : knit 2 stitches taken together,

knit 5, knit 2 taken together, bring the cot-

ton forward, knit 5, and bring the cotton

forward again. 5th round : knit 2 taken to-

gether, knit 3, knit 2 taken together, bring

the cotton forward, knit 7, bring the cotton
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forward. 6tli round ; knit 2 stitches taken

together, knit 1, knit 2 taken together, bring

the cotton forward, knit 9, bring the cotton

forward. 7th round : knit 3 taken together,

bring the cotton forward, knit 5, bring the

cotton forward, knit 2 taken together, knit 4,

bring the cotton forward. Begin again.

POUR PATTERNS, POR d’oYLEYS, TOILET

COVERS, baby’s quilts, OR BASKET NAP-

KINS.

Two needles, No. 22 or 23, and very fine

knitting cotton.

No. 1.

Cast on a number of stitches that will

divide into an even number of threes. Knit

and rib 3 stitches alternately for 3 rounds.

In the next 3 rounds, rib and knit 3 stitches

alternately.

VOL. II.—

I
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No. 2.

Cast on a number of stitches as for the

last pattern. Knit and rib 3 stitches alter-

nately for two rows. The following rows

begin so as to bring the first ribbed stitch

over the last knitted : this is to make the

ribbed and knitted ridges go in diagonal

stripes.

No. 3.

Cast on a number of stitches that will

divide by 10. Knit 1 stitch, rib 9, repeat the

same to the end of the row. 2nd row : rib 1

stitch, knit 7, rib 2. 3rd row : knit 3, rib 5,

knit 2. 4th row ; rib 3, knit 3, rib 4. 5th

row : knit 5, rib 1 ,
knit 4. 6th row : knit 4,

rib 1, knit 5. 7th row : rib 4, knit 3, rib 3.

8th row : knit 2, rib 5, knit 3. 9th row : rib

2, knit 7, rib 1. 10th row: rib 9, knit 1.

Begin again.
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No. 4.

Cast on an even number of stitches. 1st

row : knit every stitch with the cotton twice

round the needle. 2nd row : begin by drop-

ping one twist of the 1st stitch, knit the rest

of this stitch with fhe 1st twist of the next,

taking them together; finish the row, knitting

2 threads taken together, knit the last stitch.

Begin again.

MAZANIELLO CAP.

Fout needles, and wool of two colors which

contrast well.

Cast on 30 stitches. 1st row is purled. 2nd
row : slip the 1st stitch and knit the row taking

two stitches together to the last stitch which
knit. 3rd row : slip the 1st stitch, purl the

next, raise a loop between this stitch and the

next and purl it, repeat these 2 stitches to

the end. 4th row: knit plain. These 4
rows form one stripe of diamonds. Take the

I 2
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second colored wool and purl 1 row, repeat

the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th rows. Repeat these 8

rows until you have 15 stripes of diamonds

in each color ; cast off.

Pick up 60 stitches on the side of the piece

you have been knitting
;

(i. e. 2 in each stripe

of diamonds). Take first the 2nd color and

afterwards the 1 st, and repeat the 4 rows as

given above, nntil you have 7 stripes of one

color and 6 of the other. Cast off loosely.

This piece, when the cap is finished, is wrong

side outwards as it is to be turned up all

round.

To finish the crown, pick up 60 stitches on

3 needles and with the 2nd color repeat the

pattern, observing that its right side must be

the right side of the cap (consequently the

wrong side of the piece at the bottom). In the

4th round reduce 1 stitch in every 4. Repeat

the pattern with the 1st color. In the 4th

round, knit 2, knit 2 taken together, repeat

to the end of the round. In the 4th round

of the 3rd round of diamonds reduce every

other stitch. In the 4th round of the 4th
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round of diamonds, thread a worsted needle

with the wool and pass it through all the

stitches, draw them up tight and fasten off.

The cap may be finished with a cord and

tassel to match in colors, or with a tassel

only.

MUFE, IN SPOTS OB STABS.

Two wooden needles, No. 10, andfor a small

muff 1 ounce of blue and 1 ounce of black

fleecy. Double that quantity for a large

size.

For a small muff cast on 60 stitches, for a

large one 84. The number must divide into

3 equal numbers. Cast on the stitches with

the black wool, purl 1 row. 2nd row : bring

the wool forward and knit 2 stitches taken

together (every 2nd row with the black wool

must begin like this), bring the wool forward,

knit 3 stitches, pull the first over the 2 last,

repeat these 3 stitches to the end, when you

will find you have one stitch left, bring the

wool forward and knit it. Join on the blue
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wool and purl 1 row. 2nd row : bring the

wool forward, knit 2 taken together, knit 2

stitches and pull the stitch in which you de-

creased over them (every 2nd blue row begins

thus), bring the wool forward, knit 3 stitches,

pull the 1st over the 2 last, repeat these 3

stitches to the end ofthe row. Use the black

wool and repeat the whole. For a small muff

do 21 stripes of each color, for a large one

42. Cast off.

To make up a small muff you must buy

5-8thsofgros-de-naples, 1^ oz. offine carded

wool and 1 oz. of fine horse-hair. Double the

silk in halves and place on it 1 layer of wool,

1 layer of horse-hair and a second layer of

wool. Quilt these to one-half of the silk

and fold the other half over, and sew it to

the knitted cover
;
turn the muff inside out

and sew up first the knitted part and then

the silk. Finish the muff at the edges by a

cord or a quilling of ribbon.
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ANOTHER MUFF.

Two needles No. 10 and 3 sheins of coarse

fleecy.

Cast on 30 stitches. Knit 1 row ;
rib 1

row; knit 1 row taking 2 stitches together

all the way. 4th row : knit 1 stitch, pick up

and knit a loop between the stitches, con-

tinue the same to the end of the row. As by

this you would lose 1 stitch, this must be

prevented by picking up and knitting a loop

alternately, before beginning or at the end of

every 4th row.

Make up the muff like the preceding pat-

tern.

KNITTED FLOUNCE.

Cast on any number of stitches that will

divide by 21. Knit 1 row. 2nd row knit

2 stitches taken together (passing the needle

through the first stitch first), knit 8 stitches,

bring the cotton forward, knit 1, bring the
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cotton forward knit 8, knit 2 taken together,

in the common manner; repeat these 21

stitches to the end of the row. Rib the 3rd

row. Repeat the 2nd and 3rd rows 3 times

more, always knitting 2 stitches as one in

the same places, and making a loop stitch

before and after each middle stitch of the

21 stitches. Rib a row. Knit a row. Begin

with the cotton forward, knit 2 stitches take

together, repeat to the end ofthe row.* Knit

a row. Rib a row. Rib a row. Begin again

from the 2nd row. Repeat the patterns

until the flounce is deep enough : cast off.

OPEN WORK SQUARE SHAWL.

In very fine wool or yarn and needles No. 7.

Cast on 6 stitches. Slip the first stitch,

knit a stitch, pass the wool round the

needle, knit to within 2 stitches of the

* If you have begun with an uneven number of twenty-

ones, you wiU have an odd stitch, which must be knitted

alone.
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end, pass the wool round the needle, knit

the 2 last stitches. These loop stitches

form the increase, and are repeated at the

same distance from each edge every other

row throughout the shawl. Knit a plain row.

Repeat these two rows until you have 16

stitches and the plain row is knitted. Begin

the open pattern after the increase, when
you will have 4 stitches on the right hand
needle, reckoning the loop as one, pass the

wool round the needle and knit 2 stitches

taken together, repeat bringing the wool

forward and knitting 2 stitches taken to-

gether to within 3 of the end, knit 1 stitch,

increase, knit the 2 last. Back row, knit

the 3 first and the 3 last stitches, rib the

middle ones.

Repeat the two last rows until you have

9 rows of holes. After a front row begin

plain knitting as at the beginning; knit 9

rows : begin the open pattern again. Repeat

these alternate patterns until the shawl is a

yard and j (measuring from the point to

the needle) long, then begin to decrease as
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follows. Slip a stitch, knit one, pass the

wool round the needle, knit three stitches

taken together as one : knit your pattern to

within 5 of the end, knit 3 as 1, pass the

wool round the needle, knit the 2 last

stitches.

This decrease is continued every alternate

row until only 6 stitches are left : cast Dff.

The Border.

Take up the stitches between the ridges

and begin plain knitting with the right side

of the shawl towards you, increase 1 stitch

at the end of every row by knitting a second

stitch in the last. When you have 8 ridges

on the right side begin the open pattern

stitch : when you have 4 rows of holes knit

plain 6 ridges, then 6 rows of holes, 6 ridges,

4 rows of holes, 8 ridges : cast off.

Make the other 3 sides to match, sew up

the corners. Stretch the shawl by pinning

it out quite square and damp it. After it is

dry put a fringe round it.

Shades of color are prettiest for the border.
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A WATCH GUARD.

Rather coarse netting silk and fine needles.

Cast on 4 stitches. Pass the silk round

the needle so as to bring the silk forward,

rib 2 stitches taken together, pass the silk

round the needle, rib 2 stitches taken to-

gether. Every row is the same.

TO MAKE A SCALLOPED EDGE IN KNITTING.

Cast on 9 stitches.

Take off 1, knit 1, bring the thread for-

ward and knit 2 together 3 times, bring the

thread forward knit 1 plain.

2nd row, knit plain. Repeat these 2 rows,

until you have increased to 18, plain knit-

ting the additional stitches, then 3 plain rows

ending at the point.

To decrease and form the scallop take off

the 1st stitch, knit 2 together, bring the
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thread forward and knit 2 together 4 times

and the remaining 7 stitches knit plain, go

on in the same way (always a plain row

between) until reduced to 10, then bring

the thread forward and knit 2 together only

3 times and you will have the original num-

ber of stitches. Knit 3 plain rows and begin

again.

LACE.

Cast on 13 stitches.

First row, knit 3 stitches. Bring the

thread forward knit 3 together. Bring the

thread forward knit 5. Bring the thread

round the needle, knit 1 and pull the last

stitch over it.

Second row, bring the thread forward and

knit 1. Knit 2 stitches in the loop (the

2nd must be a turn stitch). Knit 3 plain.

Knit 2 together. Bring the thread forward

and knit 3. Bring the thread forward and

knit 2 together. Knit 1.
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Third row, knit 3. Bring the thread

forward and knit 2 together. Knit 2. Bring

the thread forward, knit 2 together. Knit 2.

Bring the thread round the needle, knit 2

together. Bring the thread round the needle,

knit 1 and pull the last stitch over it.

Fourth row, knit 1. Knit 2 stitches in

the loop. Knit 1. Knit 2 stitches in the

loop. Knit 1. Knit 2 together. Bring the

thread forward, knit 5. Bring the thread

forward, knit 2 together. Knit 1. (You

have now increased to 17 stitches).

Fifth row, knit 3. Bring the thread for-

ward, knit 2 together. Knit 4. Bring the

thread forward, knit 2 together. Knit 4.

Bring the thread forward, knit 2 together.

Sixth row, knit 8. Bring the thread for-

ward, knit 2 together. Knit 4. Bring the

thread forward, knit 2 together. Knit 1.

Seventh row, knit 3. Bring the thread

forward, knit 2 together. Knit 1. Knit 2

together. Bring the thread forward, knit 4

(five stitches then remain), put 3 on the
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right hand needle, cast them all on over the

other, beginning at the last on the left hand

needle. When 1 remains knit it.

Eighth row, knit 6. Bring the thread

forward, knit 2 together. Knit 2. Bring

the thread forward, knit 2 together. Knit 1

.
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TERMS USED IN KNITTING.

A turn means two rows.

To turn means to change from plain to purled

stitches, or the reverse.

A ridge is formed by two rows when knitting

with only two pins.

A loop stitch is formed by passing the thread

before the needle, and, in knitting the next

stitch, lettmg it take its usual place.

To increase in knitting a Quilt, care should always

be taken to increase by knitting twice through

the last stitch, which is done by knitting a

stitch, and then, without taldng out the needle,

knitting a second at the back.

To fasten on in knitting. It is a secure fastening

to lay the two ends contrary-wise to each other,

and knit a few stitches with them both.

To narrow or decrease is to make small, to lessen,

as in shaping a stocking.

Ribbed stitch, purl stitch, turned, or seam stitch,

are all terms having the same meaning. A
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turned stitch is made by bringing the cotton

before the needle, and instead of putting the

needle over the upper cotton, it is put under.

To slip, take off, or pass a stitch, is to change it

from one needle to another without knitting it.

To take under means to pass the right hand

needle through the stitch, on the left hand one,

so as stUl to keep the same side of the stitch

towards you.

Welts are the rounds of ribbed stitches done at the

top of stockings, to prevent their rolling up.

Cast off means to end your work in the following

manner : knit 2 stitches, pass the first over the

second, and continue the same until you have

but one left, which is finished by passing your

cotton through it.

To decrease is to lessen the number of stitches by

knitting 2 taken together.

To increase, or make a double stitch, is to knit one

stitch in the usual way, then, without slipping

out the left hand needle, to pass the thread for-

ward and knit a second stitch, putting the needle

under the stitch. The thread must be put back

when the stitch is finished.

Hang on means cast on.
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Bring the threadforward means to pass it between

the needles towards you.

Cast over is a term I believe sometimes used by

linitters to signify, bring the cotton forward.

I have only used it to express, bring the cotton

over the needle, quite round.

Round, the needle means the same as the last term.

Reversed means quite round the needle, the cotton

being passed over the needle, and then carried

back to its place.

Together, means knit 2 stitches in 1

.

Set or Tuft, the bunches of cotton used in making

some of the Fringes.

To widen means to increase.

The netting meshes are numbered from the

knitting needle gauge, as I am not aware there

is any other rule for them.
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